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Introduction
You are about to learn the basics of embedded systems. Embedded systems are basically
computers inside things that don't look like what comes to mind when we think of computers.
They account for most of the computers in a typical home. Most modern TV sets, microwave
ovens, clothes washers and driers, and dishwashers have computers embedded in them that
control a lot of their functions. You might even have a refrigerator that keeps track of what's in
it, and can be monitored and/or controlled over the Internet, along with a robotic sweeper that
cleans your floors. And someday you might ride around in a car without a driver. Self-driving
trucks are already delivering those refrigerators!

In other words, what you will read here will help you learn methods used when you are, as my
title says, Controlling The Real World With Computers. To do that, you need to know about
two things: the electronic hardware you will be controlling, and the software needed to control
the hardware. The first chapter covers the basics of the hardware part by showing you some
basic electronics and how to read a schematic, which is just a drawing representing a circuit.
You can find out if you know what you need to know by taking the short self-tests in some of the first 
few chapters. Pass them and you're good. The answers are included. You don't need to be a genius 
(Einstein couldn't work out the correct change for the bus. – hold down the shift key for this and other 
links to go to a different page and keep your place here). All you need is the want-to and the 
willingness to do the work.

Chapter 2 will show you the basics of the C programming language. It also shows how to blink
an LED (Light Emitting Diode) you connect to a little computer called the UNO. It's a pretty
important foundational chapter, so skip it only if you have had previous experience with the
UNO.

Chapters 3 and 4 discuss numbering systems commonly used when programming and Boolean
Logic, which is used to check the status of hardware and to set parameters for controlling
devices. They are both very useful to know, but skip them if you already understand the
concepts. Take the tests to be sure. You can always refer back to them when needed.

Chapters 5 and 6 show more about controlling LEDs. A significant part covers the chase,
which is basically like the moving lane change arrows seen at road work areas, but the point is
not to just play with LEDs, but to show different programming methods you can use when
controlling real-world devices.

Controlling brightness using something called Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM) is covered in Chapter 6, then Chapter 7 gets into using PWM to control
something called an RGB LED, which is actually three LEDs in one: Red, Green and Blue.

Chapter 8 begins the coverage of some of the knowledge needed to actually control an
autonomous vehicle by showing how to control the speed and direction of a simple DC motor
using PWM and a relay (there are better ways, but this one shows how to control a relay).

https://around.com/einstein.html
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Chapter 9 shows how to use a servo, which can provide steering for a vehicle or the movement
of robotic sections. The example discussed shows how you can move a servo from 0 to 180
 degrees with your code.

Chapter 10 shows you how to use an ultrasonic distance sensor, which provides important
information regarding the position of a vehicle or other device in space. A distance sensor can
be combined with a servo to allow avoidance of objects.

The goal in the classes I teach using this material is to convert a basic robotic platform into an 
autonomous, computer controlled car that goes far beyond a simple kit where everything has been done
for you.  You will design and build an autonomous vehicle that has scanning distance transducers front 
and back, forward and reverse control of 4-wheel-drive and much more.   But that's just the beginning 
for those who wish to continue the adventure.  For example teach the car to parallel park or build your 
own robotic sweeper. Another possibility has to do with the glut of plastics ending up in the wrong 
places.  You will find with a search of the internet that it can take many lifetimes for plastics to 
decompose (paper takes only weeks).   At the same time, a lot of it is re-usable, but most of us are too 
lazy to separate it. So design a system that allows everything to go into the trash truck, then 
automatically separated and recycled before it gets to the landfill (know how to recognize a water 
bottle? – teach a computer). And many tons of what is left annually can be turned into compost.

It's also possible to help handicapped people by using embedded systems to control prosthetic
devices in response to nerve impulses or even brain waves. There are a huge number of things
that can be done to help people in this world. In a bit more selfish vein, according to Fortune Magazine,
as many as 800 million jobs will be lost to robots in the next 13 years. So now is the
time to learn how to get ahead of the tide that's coming by learning how to Control The Real
World With Computers!

Think of walking into McDonald's and pushing a couple of buttons so a robot can make you a
hamburger. Not if, but when. Search the Internet and you will find 2262 Autonomous Vehicle
jobs or more. Click here to see some of them. Wallmart is about to let a bunch of cashiers go.
It will now be self check out run by automation. Work in fast food, drive a truck or work a cash
register? Look over your shoulder. R2D2 is coming. Now click here to see how much
embedded systems engineers make (about $107,250 the last time I looked, which is more than $51.00 
per hour!).

Editing is welcome. Let me know if anything here cannot be understood by a kid in middle
school. I'll keep working on it until it does. Kids have already inspired needed changes. My
feelings won't be hurt for suggestions to make the material more accessible.

And from the infallible authorities in my life: hi grandpa joe how u doing P.S its Elliana 
….., when I get older and become a famous doctor I will always help you. Thank 
You for taking care of us. My name is elliot and I love bunnies!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
“Grandpa” Joe Reeder
joe.yt1944acct@gmail.com

All Contents Copyright © 2000 - 2021, Joe D. Reeder. All Rights Reserved.

https://neuvoo.com/salary/?job=Embedded%20Software%20Engineer
https://www.indeed.com/q-Autonomous-Vehicle-jobs.html
https://fortune.com/2017/11/29/robots-automation-replace-jobs-mckinsey-report-800-million/
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In general terms, a circuit can be described as any group of electrical or electronic devices 
connected together by conductors. Conductors are most often metallic, and wires were the 
conductor of choice in the past. Old radios and other electronic equipment were often a rat's 
nest of wires. Today, it's more common to find metallic pathways, often called traces, on a 
board made of a mixture of fiberglass and epoxy. The terms board and card are 
interchangeable.

A schematic in electronics is a drawing representing a circuit. It uses symbols to represent real-
world objects. The most basic symbol is a simple conductor, shown simply as a line. If wires 
connect in a diagram, they are most often shown with a dot at the intersection: 

Conductors that do not connect are shown without a dot, or with a bridge formed by one 
wire over the other: 

Among the connections are power and ground, the high and low system voltages respectfully. 
The 5 or 3 volt system power in the schematic of a computer is shown simply as 5V or 3V. 
There is also a +12V supply and a -12V supply.  Ground, or 0 volts, has its own symbol seen 
below.  It is sometimes marked as GND on some boards, such as the Arduino UNO, which will 
be used later:

A switch is a device that is capable of allowing the user to make or break the circuit as if the 
wire had been connected or broken. Its symbol reflects this characteristic:

A resistor is a device that resists the flow of charge. Its symbol reflects this 
characteristic by making the line jagged: 

The unit of resistance is the ohm, pronounced om with a long o. The K you will find in a lot of 
schematics stands for kilohm or thousands of ohms. 10K means the same as 10,000.  1.2K, 
sometimes shown as 1K2, is the same as 1200 ohms. Meg and sometimes M mean megohm or 
million ohms. 4.7Meg or 4.7M or 4M7 are the same as 4,700,000.  The word ohm is sometimes
shown as Ώ, especially on meters.
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You will see two variations on resistors in some schematics. One is the resistor array or 
network.  It is commonly found in a Single In-line Package (SIP) containing several 
resistors connected together. They can be found in many configurations.  A common 
arrangement simply connects one end of the resistors to each other and brings them out 
to a common connection. The other end of each resistor is left free:

 Another variation is the variable resistor or potentiometer. It has a third contact that can 
move along the resistor element to permit the values at that point to be variable. The 
movable part is called the wiper and is shown as an arrow.  The following shows a 
picture and the schematic symbol of a potentiometer that can be plugged into a 
breadboard.  CW means clockwise and CCW means counter-clockwise:

It sometimes helps to think of electronics using plumbing terms.  Voltage is like water 
pressure, current is like volume, such as in gallons per minute, and resistance is like the 
friction in a pipe that holds back the flow of water.  

There is a relationship between voltage, current and resistance that is expressed by 
Ohm's Law, which says that Voltage is equal to Current times Resistance, or:

V = I * R

V is voltage (often referred to as Electromotive Force, where E rather than V is used), I 
is current, which is from the French phrase intensité de courant, (current intensity) and R
is resistance.  Current is expressed in Amperes, or amps for short.  Very little current is 
used in typical electronic circuits, so milliamps, which means 1/1000 amp, is used. One 
milliamp = .001 amp. It's abbreviated ma, or sometimes MA.

To paraphrase a definition of charge from whatis.com (powers will be covered later, but 
for now just know that 6.24 x 1018 means 6.24 with the decimal point moved to the right
18 places):

http://whatis.techtarget.com/
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"The coulomb (symbolized C) is the standard unit of electric charge in the International 
System of Units (SI). It is a dimensionless quantity. A quantity of 1 C is equal to 
approximately 6.24 x 1018, or 6.24 quintillion."

"In terms of SI base units, the coulomb is the equivalent of one ampere-second. 
Conversely, an electric current of 1 amp represents 1 C of unit electric charge carriers 
flowing past a specific point in 1 second. The unit electric charge is the amount of 
charge contained in a single electron. Thus, 6.24 x 1018 electrons have 1 C of charge."

Since we deal mostly with electrons in electronics, 1 amp represents the effect of one 
coulomb or 6,240,000,000,000,000,000 electrons flowing past a point per second. Thus, 
since current is already defined as something flowing, to say "current flow" would be to 
say "..... flowing flow" which is incorrect because it is redundant.

Now let's say we have a 10K resistor and 2 milliamps of current. The voltage across the 
resistor will be:

V = I * R = .002 * 10,000 = 20 volts

We can use the original Ohm's Law equation and a little simple algebra to give us an 
equation for each of the three variables.  It would be a good idea to learn the following 
well, as knowing at least some simple algebra is necessary in basic electronics.  It 
requires remembering just two things: 

1. It's OK to do something to one side of an equation as long as the same thing is 
done to the other side. The two sides will remain equal.

2. Anything divided by itself is equal to 1.

Start with the original equation: 
V = I * R 
Now divide both sides by R.  Dividing the left side by R gives us V/R.   Since R/R = 1, 
the right side now becomes I * 1 which is simply I, giving us V/R = I. If we switch sides
and put the I on the left we end up with I = V/R.

Again, start with the original Ohm's Law equation: 
V = I * R 
Now divide both sides by I. Dividing the left side by I gives us V/I.  Since I/I = 1, the 
right side now becomes R * 1 which is simply R, giving us V/I = R. If we switch sides 
and put the R on the left we end up with: R = V/I

Thus, all three equations are: 
V = I * R 
I = V/R
R = V/I
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Always work a problem by writing down the equation first.  For example, 
What is I if V = 10 and R = 5? 
Write down the equation:
I = V/R
Now plug in the values, so here's what you get:

I = V/R = 10/5 = 2 Amps

One way to remember the three equations is to say, "The Vulture looks down and sees the 
Iguana and the Rabbit side by side (V = I * R), the Iguana sees the Vulture over the Rabbit (I = 
V/R) and the Rabbit sees the Vulture over the Iguana (R = V/I)."  Please learn the algebra, 
though.  It will serve you well in the future.

  

A very common circuit is a voltage divider. An example might look like the following: 

Resistors connected end-to-end are said to be connected in series. The total resistance is simply
the sum of their individual values. In this case, it would be 22000 + 33 = 22033 ohms. If 1 volt 
is applied to the open end of the 22K resistor, the current through the whole circuit would be 
I = V/R = 1/22033 or .00004538646576 amps, or about .05 milliamps.

The voltage across the 33 ohm resistor is then 
V = I * R = .00004538646576 * 33 = .00149775337 volts, or about 1.5 millivolts (1/1000 volt).

Resistors are also often connected in parallel, such as below: 

The value of the above parallel network is: 
R = 1/(1/R1 + 1/R2 + 1/R3) 
The equation is good for any number of resistors.

So if R1 = 1K, R2 = 2K and R3 = 3K, then the resulting value is 1/(1/1000 + 1/2000 + 1/3000) 
which is 545.454545, or about 545 ohms.  If all of the resistors are the same value, just divide 
the value by the number of resistors.  So if  R1, R2 and R3 are 300 ohms each then the 
resistance of the parallel circuit is 300/3 = 100 ohms.
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It also works the other way around.  If you need 75 ohms for example, just put two 150 ohm 
resistors in parallel and you get 150/2 = 75.

If you have two resistors that are not the same, then R = R1 * R2 / (R1 + R2).  You can also 
figure out what resistance you need if all you have is one that is too large: 

R = Rlarge * Rneeded /  ( Rlarge – Rneeded).  All such equations come from the original one on the 
previous page.

The following shows the symbols and units for voltage, resistance and current.  Power is also 
shown since it can be found from the other quantities: P = VI:

Quantity Letter Unit Equation

Voltage or 
Electromotive Force

V or E Volt V = IR

Resistance R Ohm R = V/I

Current I Ampere or Amp (often 
milliamp in electronics)

I = V/R

Power P Watt P = VI

And the following shows some of the abbreviations and symbols used in electronics:

Symbol or Letter Abbreviation Multiplier or Fraction Power of 10

K or k kilo 1000 103

m mili 1/1000th 10-3

M meg 1000000 106

μ micro 1/1000000th 10-6

n nano 1/1000000000th 10-9

p pico or micromicro 1/1000000000000th 10-12

(usually found on 
meters)

ohm 

As noted above, the K found in a lot of schematics stands for kilohm or thousands of ohms. 
10K means the same as 10,000.  1.2K, sometimes shown as 1K2, is the same as 1200 ohms. 
Meg and or M mean megohm or million ohms. 4.7Meg or 4.7M or 4M7 are the same as 
4,700,000.  The word ohm is sometimes replaced with the Omega symbol shown above, 
especially on meters.  μ, n, and p are usually used for capacitors, covered later.
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A color code is used to find the value of a resistor, explained by the following chart from
bellacinos.us, followed by the table below it:

Number Color Memory Word
0 Black Bad

1 Brown Boys

2 Red Rob

3 Orange Our

4 Yellow Young

5 Green Girls

6 Blue But

7 Violet Violet

8 Grey Gives

9 White Willingly

5% or .1 multiplier Gold

10.00% Silver

http://bellacinos.us/resistor-color-code-chart/resistor-color-code-chart-best-engineering-projects
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To determine the value, first write down the first 2 numbers from the first two 
colors.  Then put the number of 0s indicated by the third color after the first 2 
numbers.

Consider these examples:

The above is yellow, violet, brown.  Yellow=4, Violet=7 and Brown=1, so the first two digits 
are 47 and we put 1 zero on the end to make 470 ohms.

Or this:

This one is gray, red and black.  The last color indicates the temperature coefficient.  Gray=8, 
Red=2 and Black=0, so the first two numbers are 82 and there are no zeros on the end, so it's 82
ohms.  You can see the gold tolerance band a little better here, which means the resistor is 82 
ohms +/- 5%.

Capacitors are devices which have metal plates separated by an insulator. They are used to 
temporarily store an electrical charge. Their symbol reflects their construction: 

 
The unit of capacitance is the Farad, which is capacitance of a capacitor in which one coulomb 
of charge causes a potential difference of one volt, but it's so large that the microfarad is used 
in practice. Microfarad means millionths of a Farad. It's often abbreviated mf, MF or some 
variation, although the correct abbreviation is µF. A value without a designator is assumed to be
in microfarads. For example, in a schematic you might see several capacitors simply designated
.1. They are actually .1µF capacitors.

Some capacitors must have their leads connected to the positive or negative side of a circuit. 
They are polarized capacitors. When that is the case, one side will be shown with a + sign 
where the positive side must be, or a - sign where the negative side must be, or both.

It's also very common to see picofarads abbreviated pf in some schematics. A picofarad is

10-12 Farad, and is sometimes called a micromicrofarad.
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A diode permits the flow of charge in only one direction. Its symbol reflects this 
characteristic, but with a slight problem.  It is a polarized device.  The Anode is the 
positive side, and the Cathode the negative side:

Anode Cathode 

The slight problem comes from the fact that flow of charge, at least in a wire, is from 
where there are a greater number of electrons to where there are fewer. Electrons are 
negatively charged. Thus, electrical flow of charge is from negative to positive in a wire.
The problem with the symbol is that the cathode, not the anode, is the negative side. 
Electrical flow of charge is from the cathode to the anode, against the direction of the 
arrow.  It's backwards because Benjamin Franklin thought the flow was from positive to 
negative.  

A special kind of diode is the Light Emitting Diode (LED), shown as a diode with lines 
representing light waves.  The long wire on the LED is the anode, and the short one the 
cathode.  The side of the LED plastic that is flat is the cathode, which is handy to know 
if the wires are the same length: 

Integrated Circuits contain many individual components. They, in turn, usually form 
several functional blocks. For example, the following is a pinout for what’s called a 
74LS08 Quad 2 Input AND gate, along with its truth table. VCC is the 5 volt supply, and
GND is ground. Sometimes ground is shown as VSS. The gate inputs are the As and Bs, 
and the outputs are the Ys. Thus, the inputs to gate 1 are 1A and 1B, and the output is 
1Y. You will see variations on this, but they hold true in many cases.   More on gates 
later.
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An Operational Amplifier also contains many individual components, but is not a 
digital circuit. It looks a little like a buffer which can be found in the Boolean Logic 
page, but has 2 inputs:

You can find a more detailed treatment of operational amplifiers on the Internet. For a 
simplified coverage of the subject, look at the circuit below:

An Op-Amp has many important characteristics. One of them is that the above circuit, 
called an inverting amplifier, attempts to prevent any current through the inverting (-) 
input. In this circuit, Rin connects to the inverting input. Rfb also connects to the 
inverting input, with its other end connected to the output. Rfb is called the feedback 
resistor. Let's attempt to drive a current through the inverting input by placing 1V on the 
unconnected end of Rin and assume that the right end has 0 volts on it. If Rin = 1K, the 
current will be 
Iin = V/Rin = 1/1K = 1ma

The output will try to counter this by driving a current of the opposite polarity through 
the feedback resistor into the inverting input. With a 10K feedback resistor, the required 
voltage to do that will be 
V = -(I * Rfb) = -(1ma * 10K) = -10V.

Thus, we get a voltage to current conversion, a current to voltage conversion, a polarity 
inversion and, most importantly, amplification. Amplification or gain is commonly 
labeled G. In the case of the inverting amplifier, 
G = -(Feedback Resistor / Input Resistor) 
In this case, it's G = -(Rfb/Rin) = -10.

Since the feedback cancels out the input, there is no voltage at the inverting input. It is 
said to be at virtual ground.
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Now look at the circuit below taken out of a schematic from one of my projects:

The gain is a little over -1000 in order to provide enough amplification for the low-level 
output of a microphone. The signal is not only amplified but inverted because we are 
going into the inverting input. The inversion however, is not quite the same as it is in a 
digital device.  Inputs and outputs of a digital device such as the 74LS08 covered earlier 
are fully on or fully off.  If a digital device inverts the input, then a low at the input 
produces a high at the output, and a high input produces a low at the output.  Low is 
commonly 0 volts and high is 5 volts. But in this example we are talking about an audio 
analog signal that, once transformed into an electrical signal by the microphone, moves 
smoothly and continuously in the negative and positive voltage directions. Inversion 
here means that when the input moves in the positive direction, the output moves in the 
negative direction. When the input goes toward negative, the output goes toward 
positive. C1 prevents DC voltages from even getting into the circuit. This blocking 
action will be discussed in a future section.

The non-inverting side is designated by the +. It is there that a positive offset voltage is 
applied. If R1 were not connected to C1 but rather to ground, the non-inverting side 
would exhibit a gain of (R2/R1)+1 for the bias voltage. With C1 however, there is no 
DC gain for the non-inverting side, and AC is effectively shorted to ground by C2. The 
result is a gain of 1 on the non-inverting side for DC voltages.
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A basic element in the more complex devices described here is the bipolar 
transistor.   There are two types of the basic bipolar transistor, which reflect 
the polarity of the sections of the device; namely, NPN and PNP.  An NPN 
bipolar symbol from https://www.componentsinfo.com/  is shown below.  It's 

terminals are the Base, Collector and Emitter:

It is a current amplifier.  The amplification is designated by the hfe 
characteristic.  Current in the base is amplified then reflected in the collector-
emitter circuit.  If, for example, hfe is 10 and the current in the base is 1ma, 
then the current at the collector will be 10ma. 

https://www.componentsinfo.com/
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The following is a practice test over this section. It would be a very good idea to make sure you
know the answers to all of the questions below since the sections that follow will build on this 
one.  Take it and all other tests with a pencil and write lightly.  Check your answers on the 
answer sheet at the end of this section, then erase the incorrect answers here.  Leave the correct 
ones alone.  Repeat until you have all of the answers correct.

1) A _____ is a drawing that represents a circuit.

A) Switch 
B) Schematic 
C) Ground 
D) Diagram

2) A _____ is a device that allows the user to break the circuit.

A) Scissors 
B) Schematic 
C) Resistor 
D) Switch

3) A _____ is a device that resists the flow of charge.

A) Resistor 
B) Buffer 
C) Diode 
D) Microfarad (or µF;)

4) The unit of resistance is the ____ . The relationship between voltage, current, and 
resistance is expressed by ____ .

A) Buffer B) Ohm's Law C) Amplifier D) Capacitors 
E) Ohm F) Diode G) Circuits H) Switch

5) The ____ is the unit of current. If there is very little current, it is expressed as ____, 
which means 1/1000th.

A) Amperes (or Amps) B) Volts C) Millivolts

D) Picofarads (or pf) E) Milliamps (or Ma or ma)

F) Microfarads (or µF;) G) Amplifier, Circuits

6) _____ are devices which have metal plates separated by an insulator. They 
temporarily store an electrical charge.

A) In Series 
B) Cathode 
C) Capacitors 
D) Microfarad
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7) What permits the flow of charge in only one direction?

A) Anode 
B) Diode 
C) Cathode 
D) Schematic

8) _____ contain many individual components and usually form several functional blocks.

A) Schematics 
B) Diodes 
C) Amplifiers 
D) Integrated Circuits

9) The _____ also contains many components, but is not a digital device.

A) Inverting Amplifier 
B) Operational Amplifier 
C) Volt 
D) Electron

10) This  is _________________________________________

11) This is ___________________________________

12) This is __________________________________________

13) This   is _______________________________________

14) This   is ________________________________________

15) This  is _________________________________________

16) This  is _________________________________________

17) Ohm's Law: ________________________________________

18) I = 4, R = 10 so V = ________________ = ________________ = ________________

19) V = 12, R = 6 so I = ________________ = ________________ = ________________

20) I = 75, V = 150K Volts so

R = ________________ = ________________  = ________________

21) What's the power for 20?:

P = ________________ = ________________ = ________________

22) The value of the following (red, green, orange) is ______________

23)  You have a 470 ohm resistor but need 300 ohms.  What do you put in parallel with the 470 
to get you close to 300?
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Electronic components that are connected end-to-end are in series with each other.  They
are not a series circuit since the ends are not connected.  Remember the phrase “series 
circle” to get an idea of what a series circuit looks like.  The following resistors are 
connected in series, but are not a series circuit since there is no “circle”:

Remember the two rules about a series circuit:

1. The current at all points of a series circuit is the same.

2. The voltage drops of the parts of a series circuit add up to the source voltage (the 
battery voltage in this case).

To start with an easy series circuit, look at the following.  To find the total resistance of
resistors connected in series, just add the values.   The following, for example, is 
______________ + _____________ + _____________ = _____________ ohms:

So, the total resistance in the above circuit = ___________  ____________

Now, remember that the current in a circuit = I = V/R.

The voltage is ____________  ____________

So, remembering to write the equation first, plug in the values to get the current for the 
whole circuit: 

I = ____________ = ____________ = ____________ ____________
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To measure the voltage drop across a resistor, just put your meter wires on each end of 
the resistor.  You can get a meter from Jameco for $6.95 (no, I don't work for them):

Since all three resistors are 1000 ohms in the above circuit, there is a total of 3000 ohms,
and I = 3/3000 = 1ma.  Remember, ma means milliamps or thousandths of an amp, so 
1ma is the same as 1/1000th of an amp.  Now, to find the voltage across each 1K resistor,
use V = IR.

So, the calculated voltage across each resistor = 

V = IR = ____________  = ____________ ____________

This one is a little more complicated:

To find the total resistance of resistors connected in series, just add the values.  So the 
total resistance is 1000 + 2200 + 470 = 3670 ohms.

Then the current for the whole circuit is I = V/R = 3/3670 = 
8.1743869209809264305177111716621e-4 on a typical calculator, which is about .8ma, 
found by moving the decimal to the left one place and rounding.  More on that on page 
26.

https://www.jameco.com/z/DVM810-Velleman-3-1-2-Digit-Mini-Digital-Multimeter-19-Ranges_2131127.html
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In this experiment, you will use a breadboard:

The holes inside the green circles are connected to each other.  That's true of all of the 
vertical rows of holes in the center section, and the horizontal rows of holes on the outside 
edges.  Horizontal holes in the center section and vertical holes in the outside edges are 
not connected to each other.  
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The following shows the back of a breadboard with the cover removed.  It shows how the 
conductors are arranged:

So, if three resistors are plugged in like this, they are connected end-to-end:

If you connect the battery to the left and right end of the whole circuit, you will have the series 
circuit on pages 20 and 21:
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Now do this experiment.  Connect three resistors in series with each other and a battery 
to make a series circuit like the one on page 21.  Pick the resistors so that they are not 
the same values and add up to a total resistance between 1000 and 10000 ohms.

Would including a 10K resistor work? ________. Why? ________________________

R1 = ________ ohms

R2 = ________ ohms

R3 = ________ ohms

 

Calculate (don't measure, calculate) the total of the series resistance.

Total Series Resistance: ______________ Ohms

Now, measure (don't just read it off of the battery) your source voltage.

Source Voltage (Battery): ____________ Volts

Again, remember the two rules about a series circuit:

1.  The current at all points of a series circuit is the same.

2. The voltage drops of the parts of a series circuit add up to the source voltage 
(the battery voltage in this case).

Calculate the current in the circuit.  Remember, I = V/R, where V is the battery voltage 
and R is the total series resistance.  Remember, enter the equation first, then plug in the 
numbers, then the answer.

Calculated Current: I = _____________  = _____________ = _____________

Measure (don't calculate) the voltage drops across each resistor (see page 14):

R1 voltage drop: _____________ Volts

R2 voltage drop: _____________ Volts

R3 voltage drop: _____________ Volts

Sum of Voltage Drops: ____________ Volts
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Now that you know the voltage across each resistor and the value of each resistor, calculate the 
current for each.  Remember, enter the equation first, then plug in the numbers, then the 
answer:

R1 Current: I =  ____________ = ____________ = ____________ ____________

R2 Current: I =  ____________ = ____________ = ____________ ____________

R3 Current: I =  ____________ = ____________ = ____________ ____________

Now look at this:

Most LEDs need 2 volts at 20ma (.02 amps) as shown in the following:

What is your power supply voltage? ____________

What is the required voltage drop across R? ___________

So what is the value needed for  R?

R = ____________ = ____________ = ____________

It is important in electronics to be able to know what the symbols mean, then to know how to 
connect the parts together to make a circuit and then draw a schematic that represents the 
circuit.

Finally, all of the symbols in the schematic have to be replaced with real, physical devices and 
put in a real, physical circuit.  It's a very good idea to test the circuit on a breadboard first.  So 
the above might look like this on a breadboard using a battery:
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Here, we will be talking about raising a number to a power.  It's not hard.  A number 
raised to a power is shown with two parts.  The base is the big number (5 in the example
below) and the exponent is the little number (7 in the example below).  The exponent is 
the power to which a number is raised.    To raise a number to a positive power, just 
write it down the exponent number of times and multiply.  In the following example,
we would say that 5 is raised to the power of 7:

57

One way to recognize an exponent is by the fact that it is raised when written: 
52 = 5 * 5 = 25 
23 = 2 * 2 * 2 = 8 
44 = 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 = 256 

If there is a negative exponent, just use 1/n like this:  2-3 = 1/23 = 1/8 = .125

The number raised, such as the 5, 2 and 4 above, is called the base.  Humans have used a
base of 10 for thousands of years, probably because we have 10 fingers. 

Each position has a weight. For all numbering systems I am aware of, the number on 
right end of a whole number (a number without a decimal fraction) is known as the 1's 
place. There, the weight is equal to the base raised to the power of 0.
Any number raised to the power of 0 is equal to 1. 

The exponent is increased by 1 with each move to the left. Thus, the second place from 
the right in a whole number has a weight equal to the base raised to the power of 1. 
Any number raised to the power of 1 is equal to itself.

We were taught that the second place from the right is the 10's place. That's because we 
were using a base of 10 and we were raising it to the power of 1.

We can also raise our base to a negative power.  This gives us decimal fractions when 
using the base of 10.

So we have this:

10 Raised to
a Power

103 102 101 100 10-1 10-2 10-3

Weight 
(place)

1000 100 10 1 .1 .01 .001

Weight as 
Fraction

1000/1 1000/1 10/1 1/1 1/10 1/100 1/1000

Place in 
words

Thousands Hundreds Tens Ones Tenths Hundredths Thousandths
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For example, many times you will have a lot less current than 1 amp.  In fact, most of 
the time in electronics you have only milliamps, abbreviated ma.  A milliamp is one 
thousandth of an amp.  For example, the circuit at the bottom of page 21 was found to 
have a current of about .8ma.  You might see 8.174386921-4 on one calculator, or 
817.4386921 x 10-6 on another (it might show e-6 rather than x 10-6).   To find the 
number of amps, just move the decimal the number of places shown by the power 
number.  In the the above cases, that's four or six places to the left, since the power is 
negative.  Both give you a little over .0008 amps, or about .8ma.  If the power number is 
positive, move the decimal to the right.  Remember that a whole number has an 
imaginary decimal on the right end.  So 54, 54.0 and 54. are the same thing.

Try these for practice:

1,385,247 0 = ________________

1 X 103  = _____________________

.1ma = ______________ amps

101  = _______________

10-4 = _______________

For the number 432.178,

the 4 is in the ____________s place,

the 7 is in the ____________s place, and

the 8 is in the ____________s place.

For the Grand Prize, 

x raised to the power of y which is raised to the power of 0 = _______________
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When you connect polarized devices, such as batteries, diodes, LEDs etc. in series, the 
voltages add.  You connect them positive to negative.  So, two battery packs would be 
connected in series like this.  Since they are 3 volts each, the total series voltage is 6 
volts:

You have already learned that a typical LED needs 2 volts at 20ma.  You also know that 
the current is the same everywhere in a series circuit, and that the voltage drops add up 
to the source voltage.  So this is what happens if you use your two battery packs in 
series:

You need to find the size of the resistor you need to do the job, which is easy.  Just 
remember from Ohm's Law that the equation for resistance is R = V/I (or the Rabbit 
sees the Vulture over the Iguana).  Now plug in the numbers, and you get R = 4/.02 (.02
is the same as 20ma, and 4 is the voltage drop you need).  So, R = 4/.02 = 350 ohms.  
For the 5 volts we get out of the controller we will be using, we need to drop 3 volts at 
20ma, so we have 3/.02 = 150 ohms.

Now figure out how to use your 6 volt source with no resistor but with more LEDs.  
Hint: the first two sentences at the top of this page will help a lot.

One important thing to remember about series circuits is that it makes no difference in 
which order the components are placed.  So the following two circuits are the same:
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As we saw on page 11, another way to connect things is to wire them in parallel.  It 
might help to understand what a parallel circuit looks like by thinking of a railroad track.
A railroad track has two steel beams running along side (in parallel with) each other.  
The wheels of a train roll on the beams, called rails, which are kept the correct distance 
apart by railroad ties.  The rails are held down on the ties with metal plates and spikes 
(large nails).  The whole thing sits on a bed of gravel or other material called a ballast:

A parallel circuit looks a lot like the railroad track's rails and ties. Components (parts) of 
the circuit are connected across two conductors.  A simple parallel circuit using just 
resistors is shown on the next page.
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Remember the two rules about a series circuit:

1. The current at all points of a series circuit is the same.

2. The voltage drops of the parts of a series circuit add up to the source voltage

   (usually the battery voltage).

The parallel circuit also has two rules:

1.  The current through each component can be different,

    but the sum of the current through all components

    add up to the source current.

2.  The voltage across each component is the same as the source voltage.

The usual way to calculate the combined resistance in a circuit like the above is to use this 
equation RTotal = 1/(1/R1 + 1/R2 + 1/R3) = 1/(1/30K + 1/300 + 1/3K).

But since you know the voltage, you can use the rules for a parallel circuit and Ohm's law for 
resistance and current.  So calculate the following. Remember, the voltage is 3 volts across 
each resistor.  Also remember to write Ohm's law for current first, which is ___________ :

Current through R1: _________ = __________ = __________  __________

Current through R2: _________ = __________ = __________  __________

Current through R3: _________ = __________ = __________  __________

                                  Total current through all 3 = __________  __________

Since you know the source voltage is 3 volts and you know the total current, you can calculate 
the combined resistance using Ohm's law for resistance, which is _____________  :

RTotal = __________ = ____________ = ____________  __________
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Now look at this circuit:

Notice the three LEDs.  They are in series with each other, but the three of them together
are in parallel with the resistors and light bulb.  The parallel components are in series 
with the power and switch.  This makes a parallel-series or series-parallel circuit.  You 
can say it either way.  Both are correct.

Such circuits are very common.  Any room in a house that has more than one light 
controlled by a single switch is usually a parallel-series circuit.
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As a team project if you are part of a class, draw a schematic diagram of the series-
parallel lighting system in a room.  You will use the power that is supplied by the 
electric company, which is about 120VAC.  VAC means volts, alternating current, which
will be explained shortly.  You will use 4 lighting units, each of which needs 120VAC to 
light.  Finally, you will use a switch to turn on all 4 lights at once.  Use the engineering 
grid paper in your folders and the board.  Use any symbols you like for the different 
parts.  Some ideas are below:

And here is another one.  In this case there are two Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) 
switches controlling one light such as you might find in a hall.  How would you hook it 
up so that either switch can turn the light on or off?  Each switch has a center element 
called a pole that connects to the elements called throws that are shown here as the UP 
side or DOWN side of each switch:
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When you use a battery, you are using something called DC, or direct current.  The 
positive stays positive and the negative stays negative.  But that's not the same with AC 
(alternating current).  With AC, the voltage moves from 0 to a maximum positive value, 
back to 0, then down to a maximum negative value.  If you could see it, it might look 
like a sine wave:

You can see this with an oscilloscope:
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The AC wave form shown on the previous page is an example of an analog signal.  Not 
all analog signals look like a sine wave.  Some, such as the human voice, are full of 
different widths and heights all mixed together.  The oscilloscope display of a voice 
pattern can be seen by amplifying the signal from a microphone, then connecting the 
signal to an oscilloscope.  What's being seen is not the actual sound wave.  A sound 
wave can be visualized as bursts of compressed air particles.  The darker areas in the 
picture from physics.tutorvista.com below represent the compressed parts of a sound 
wave.  The lighter areas represent areas of little or no compression are called the 
rarefaction areas:

What is seen on the oscilloscope is the sound wave converted to an electrical signal.  
Most computers, however, work with signals that are either on of off.  In the case of the 
UNO used you will see shortly in this tutorial, on is 5 volts and off is 0 volts.  As you 
will see in an experiment below, analog information moves smoothly from one voltage 
level to another, unlike digital signals which are either on or off.

The next section will begin the programming part of the tutorial.  We will eventually 
work with on/off signals, which are called digital signals.  When we reach the point 
where we are attempting to look at analog signals we will need to convert them to digital
patterns that the computer can work with.

But for now, let's touch on soldering, put all of the equations used in this section in one 
place, then show some common resistor values.  We will cover basic programming in 
the next section after you check your answers to the practice tests.

https://physics.tutorvista.com/waves/sound-reflection.html
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Soldering

Solder a component to a printed circuit board by placing the iron on the pad and 
component wire to heat them.  Feed a little solder in, then pull the iron up the 
component wire to form a little cone on the pad.  You don't need a lot of solder.  Keep 
the iron clean by wiping it on a damp rag.  Do not put solder on the iron and dab it on 
the wire and/or pad.  The iron's only job is to heat the pad, wire and solder so as to cause
the solder to flow into the connection.  It's OK to coat a clean tip with a little solder, but 
wipe it clean again to make it a very thin coat.  The result will be a nice cone of solder 
with no cracks around the wire or pin:
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Equations And Methods

Ohm's Law Equations:

V = I * R 
I = V/R
R = V/I

Power In Watts:

P = VI

Series Resistor Calculation (just add): R = R1 + R2 + R3 …..... + Rn

Parallel Resistor Circuit Calculations: R = 1/(1/R1 + 1/R2 + 1/R3) 

Example: R1 = 1K, R2 = 2K and R3 = 3K,  =  1/(1/1000 + 1/2000 + 1/3000) which is 
545.454545, or about 545 ohms.

If Only Two Resistor Parallel Calculation: R = R1 * R2 / (R1 + R2)

If All Resistors In A Parallel Circuit Have The Same Value:

Divide individual value by number of resistors.

Example: R1, R2 and R3 are 300 ohms, so R =  300/3 = 100 ohms.

Equation if a resistor is needed that can be evenly divided (no remainder): then put 
the number of available resistors in parallel to get the desired value.

Example: 50 ohms is needed, but only 150 ohm resistors are available, so put three 150 
ohm resistors in parallel to get 150/3 = 50.

To Find A Needed Resistor When All That Is Available Is A Larger One:

R = Rlarge * Rneeded /  ( Rlarge – Rneeded).
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Rules For Solving Equations:

1. It's OK to do something to one side of an equation as long as the same thing is done to
the other side. The two sides will remain equal.

2. Anything divided by itself is equal to 1.

Rules For Series Circuits:

1. The current at all points of a series circuit is the same.

2. The voltage drops of the parts of a series circuit add up to the source 
voltage (the battery voltage in this case).

Rules For Parallel Circuits:

1. The current through each component can be different, but the sum of the 
current through all components add up to the source current.

2. The voltage across each component is the same as the source voltage.

Power Rules:

1. Any number raised to the power of 0 is equal to 1. 

2. Any number raised to the power of 1 is equal to itself.

3. The exponent of the base is increased by 1 with each move to the left. 

4. The exponent of the base is decreased by 1 with each move to the right. 
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Standard 5% Resistor Values

From http://www.wiringfordcc.com/gorhlite.htm

All Contents Copyright © 2000 - 2021, Joe D. Reeder. All Rights Reserved. 
joe.yt1944acct@gmail.com 

http://www.wiringfordcc.com/gorhlite.htm
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How to Read a Schematic And Basic Electronics 

Practice Test Answers

1) B) Schematic

2) D) Switch

3) A) Resistor

4) E) Ohm,  B) Ohm's Law

5) A) Amperes (or Amps),  E) Milliamps (or Ma or ma)

6) C) Capacitors

7) B) Diode

8) D) Integrated Circuits

9) B) Operational Amplifier

10) This shows unconnected conductors.

11)This is a resistor.

12) This is a switch.

13) This is connected conductors.

14) This is a capacitor.

15)This is a diode.

16)This is the symbol for ground.

17) Ohm's Law: V = IR

18) I = 4, R = 10 so V = IR = 40 Volts

19) V = 12, R = 6 so I = V/R = 2 Amps

20) I = 75, V = 150K Volts so R = V/I = 150K/75 = 2K Ohms

21) P = VI = 150K * 75 = 11,250,000 Watts

22)   25K ohms

23)  470 * 300 / (470 – 300) = 829.41176470588235294117647058824 ohms.  The 
closest standard 5% value is 820 ohms.
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Page 20

So, the total resistance in the above circuit =    3000        ohms    

Now, remember that the current in a circuit = I = V/R.

The voltage is    3        volts   

So, remembering to write the equation first, plug in the values to get the current: 

I =   V/R    =  3/3000 =    1    ma  

Since all three resistors are 1000 ohms in the above circuit, there is a total of 3000 ohms,
and I = 3/3000 = 1ma.  Remember, ma means milliamps or thousandths of an amp, so 
1ma is the same as 1/1000th of an amp.  Now, to find the voltage across each 1K resistor,
use V = IR.

So, the calculated voltage across each resistor = 

V = IR = 1ma * 1000 = 1 volt

Page 24

Would including a 10K resistor work?  No, not unless the other two were 0 ohms, 
because that would make the whole circuit more than 10K ohms.
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Page 27

1,385,247 0 =   1   (anything raised to the power of 0 is 1)

1 X 103  =      1000    (any time you have 1 x 10 raised to a power, just write down 1, then the 
number of zeros indicated by the exponent – 3 in this case)

.1ma =   1/10000  amps (remember that ma means milliamps, and that mili means 1/1000th.  
This is 1/10th of that, which is 1/10000)

101  =   10   (anything raised to the power of 1 is itself)

10-4 =   .0001 or 1/10000   (remember to start with a 1 followed by a decimal, then move the 
decimal to the left the number of places shown by the negative exponent)

For the number 432.178,

the 4 is in the 100  s place,

the 7 is in the 1/100  s place, and

the 8 is in the  1/1000  s place.

x raised to the power of y which is raised to the power of 0 =   x   

Break it down: y raised to the power of 0 is 1, then x raised to the power of 1 is x.

Page 30

But since you know the voltage, you can use the rules for a parallel circuit and Ohm's law for 
resistance and current.  So calculate the following. Remember, the voltage is 3 volts across 
each resistor.  Also remember to write Ohm's law for current first, which is   I = V/R   :

Current through R1: I = V/R  = 3/30K = .1   ma  (.0001 amp)

Current through R2: I = V/R  = 3/300  = .01  amp    (how many milliamps?)

Current through R3: I = V/R  = 3/3K = 1   ma (.001 amp)

                                  Total current through all 3 = 11.1    ma (.0111 amp)

Since you know the source voltage is 3 volts and you know the total current, you can calculate 
the combined resistance using Ohm's law for resistance, which is R=V/I :

RTotal = R=V/I = 3/.0111 = about 270 ohms
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Solution To Room Lighting Problem

Solution To Hall Lighting Problem

Notes

All Contents Copyright © 2000 - 2021, Joe D. Reeder. All Rights Reserved. 
joe.yt1944acct@gmail.com
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Chapter 2 - Programming Part 1
Table of Contents

Updated November 15, 2019

Note: You will find references to a Files folder below.  You can download a 
zip containing it here.  It will be placed in your download folder.  You should 
see where it downloaded at the bottom of your screen.  Click open then copy 
the Files folder from the zip to the root of drive C: or to your desktop.

You can get the free Arduino software here.  For Windows, click on Windows
Installer.

You can get TextPad, a very good programmer's editor, for free here. 

Programming Languages, Flowcharts .................................................................... 44-45
Compilers, Comments and setup() ............................................................................... 46
Arduino Interface  ........................................................................................................ 47
Variable Declaration, More on setup() and loop(), and the Blink Sketch ............... 48-49
Variable Rules, More loop(), Compiling the Program and a little about Blink ........... 50
Calling a Function and Monitoring the Results .. Squared Sketch, the for() loop .. 51-53
More for(), while and do-while Loops, White Space and More on Squared ............... 54
Practice Test, Test Answers And Notes .................................................................. 55-56

https://www.textpad.com/download/textpad6.html
https://www.arduino.cc/en/Main/Software
http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/File%20folder%20zip.zip
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Much of the world's software is written in the C programming language and its 
improvements. A significant improvement, the C++ language, is now finding use in 
embedded systems and is extensively used in factory control systems.  An embedded system 
is a computer inside something that most don't think of as a computer, such a microwaves, 
cars, etc.   We will concentrate on the basics of the C language here. 

C language source code is written in plain text format. C programs have a .c extension. C++ 
program files have a .cpp extension. Only basic C will be discussed here.

Flowcharting is used to make a picture of the flow of a program before typing it into text. 
Many symbols are available, but only a few will be covered here. 

A circle is used as a connector. To keep things simple, it is used here for start and end as well 
as to show flow has moved to a different part of the page. It is often used to show that flow 
continues at the top of the page:

 
 A rectangle is used to show a process: 

A diamond is used to show a decision. A question with a true or false answer is entered, then 
the flow splits according to the answer: 
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Let's say we have a robotic vehicle. On the front, sides, corners and back are bump switches. 
We want to flowchart what action to take for each of the switches:

Finish the flowchart; as a team if you are part of a class.   It's also very common to use 
something called pseudo code, which is simply text that looks a little like a programming 
language, but is greatly simplified.  It is sometimes used in brain-storming sessions to get 
ideas on the table as quickly as possible, thus taking advantage of the creativity in such an 
exercise.
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Many potential problems can be avoided by using flowcharts, as they give you a picture of 
the flow. Text for the actual program pretty easily follows a flowchart. 

Two programs are used to turn the source code into a program the computer can use. One is 
called a compiler. It produces what is called object code from your text. Then a program 
called a linker builds the final executable program from one or more files called object code 
files. The linker is often left out in discussions (including here) but they are both needed.

It's very important to comment your code. It's tempting to put it off thinking all will be 
remembered. Murphy says it won't (Murphy's law: "Anything that can go wrong, will go 
wrong.").  The compiler ignores comments.  They are used so that anyone who looks at the 
text later will understand what’s going on.  There are two kinds of comments in the Arduino 
world which are the same as those in a C or C++ program. Incidentally, Arduino calls code a 
sketch, I suspect because it's simplified in that the code doesn't have to have a lot of the 
requirements of, say, a C++ or C program.  One format for commenting in a sketch is the 
single line form which uses the double slash: 

// double slash, single line comment 

The other type of comment is used for either a single line or multiple lines. The comment 
section is started with /* and ended with */: 

/* This is the type of 
comment that can be used with 
more than one line. */ 

/* 
This is also a multi-line 
comment. 
*/ 

A sketch in an Arduio system starts with something called setup(), which looks like this.  It 
runs only once, then there is a transfer to loop(), covered later: 

void setup() 
{ 
} 

Setup is where one sets things up (duh).
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You will see something like this when you first start the Arduino software before you have 
worked with any of the programs.  The software is free at arduino.cc.  It has an editor, but I 
like the TextPad programmer's editor better.  You can get it here.  The Arduio screen looks 
something like this when it first loads:

What you see will be a “do nothing” program.

https://www.textpad.com/download/textpad6.html
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A very basic program that comes with the Arduino software is called Blink.  Load it by 
clicking on File at top left, then Examples then 01Basics then Blink:  

You will see something like the following:

/*
  Blink
  Turns on an LED on for one second, then off for one second, repeatedly.
  This example code is in the public domain.
 */

int led = 13;     // declare the integer led
                        // notice the semicolon
                        // all C statements or groups of
                        // statements end with a semicolon

// the setup routine runs once when you press reset:
void setup() 
{
  // initialize the digital pin as an output.
  pinMode(led, OUTPUT);
}

// the loop routine runs over and over again forever:
void loop() 
{
  digitalWrite(led, HIGH);   // turn the LED on (HIGH is the voltage level)
  delay(1000);               // wait for a second (1000ms)
  digitalWrite(led, LOW);    // turn the LED off by making the voltage LOW
  delay(1000);               // wait for a second
}

The UNO is a digital device.  The inputs and outputs of digital devices are either HIGH or 
LOW.
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The only differences between the above and the code you will get from the Arduino software 
is that there are a few more comments in their software, and the open curly braces ({ ) are 
right after the parenthesis for setup and loop.  I prefer  the open curly braces under the routine
names and on the left border as above.  The compiler doesn't care. 

Check any program by clicking on the check mark.  I have found curly braces pointing the 
wrong way or not existing to often be the culprit if I get a “not declared in this scope.”  The 
Arduino editor has a handy feature for checking them.  Put the cursor next to a curly brace 
and the editor will indicate the corresponding brace.  If a subroutine, variable or defined item 
is the error, the subroutine might not exist or be above where it's called.  Always run the 
check mark before trying to program the UNO.  Errors can easily occur, especially when 
sections of code are copied and pasted.  Always remember Murphy's law: "Anything that can 
go wrong will go wrong."  Email me at joe.yt1944acct@gmail.com if you have any 
questions.

mailto:joe.yt1944acct@gmail.com
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murphy's_law
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You might remember that a typical LED needs 2 volts at 20ma (.02 Amps).  Since
the UNO digital output is 5 volts when it's on, we need a 3 volt drop across the 
resistor.  Using Ohm's Law, we have R = V/I = 3/.02 = 150 ohms.

The following shows how to wire the UNO, the 150 ohm resistor and the LED on 
the breadboard:

Connector 13 on the UNO outputs 5 volts when it is on.  A jumper is connected to
13 on the UNO and to one of the holes in the same vertical column as the resistor.
That connects the jumper to the resistor.  In one of the two vertical column 
sections, only the holes above and below each other in a column connect to 
each other.  The other end of the resistor is plugged into a hole that is in the same
vertical column as the positive (long wire) side of the LED.  The other side of the 
LED (negative, short wire, flat on plastic) is connected to GND on the UNO.
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Notice the line that reads int led above setup().  It declares the led variable which is 
used in the program.  A variable is something that you can change as needed in the 
program.  The int declaration means integer, which means that led is a simple counting 
number that can be negative or positive, but does not have a fractional part to it.  Here, 
it's set to 13, which is the connector number on the UNO board.  Pin 13 (more 
accurately called connector 13 since most of the inputs and outputs on the UNO are not
pins) also connects to an LED on the board.

There are a few rules for variables and other labels in a C program:

1. Every variable or other labels in C must start with a letter.
2. The rest of the name can consist of letters, numbers and underscore characters.
3. The use of a blank space in a label name is not permitted.  For example,  The label 
"this is a name" is not allowed, but this_is_a_name and ThisIsAName are OK.

Don't worry, the compiler will let you know if it doesn't like a name.  Note that setup 
knows nothing about variables declared after it.  They are said to be out of scope for 
setup.
  
After setup you will find something called loop:

void loop() 
{ 
} 

Everything between the open curly brace ( { ) and close curly brace ( } ) will run in a 
loop until the reset button is pushed or power is lost.

Now click the right arrow, which is the compile button:

The program should compile, be sent to the UNO and run.  Blink just blinks your LED.
It turns on the LED for 1 second (1000ms), then turns it off for 1 second.  How would 
you change the program so it turns the LED on for 100ms and off for 1 second?
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Now let's say we are going to call another function from inside loop().  We will 
make it return an integer that is what we send it squared.

int x,y;  // declare the integers x and y
             // notice the semicolon
             // all C statements or groups of
             // statements end with a semicolon
 
void loop()
{

  x = 5;             // set x equal to 5

  y = squared(x);    // set y equal to whatever squared returns
                              // squared is sent a copy of x, not x itself,
                              // so x is not modified by the squared function
}

It's important to remember what the comment says:  The squared function does 
not receive x, but a copy of it.  The x variable is not changed by the squared 
function.  That is true of most functions in the C programming language.
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/* ======================================================================
   The following begins "squared." Notice that the argument name in the
   parentheses does not need to have the same name as the variable in the 
   sending program.  The subroutine returns an integer that is the input
   argument times itself (squared).  We have given the input argument the
   name "indat."  We could have called it anything.  Also notice the way
   this comment is set off.  Use either format you wish.  Either declare
   a comment with // or with the /* */ sequence.  Most importantly, be sure
   to describe a subroutine with a comment section above it.
  ====================================================================== */
int squared(int indat)
{
  return indat * indat; // return the input indat times itself .. squares it
}

To see what's going on, let's print the results of several calls to squared(..). 

Its setup starts serial communication to the programming computer (at 9600 bits per 
second – more on that later).  To see the result, click on Tools then Serial Monitor:

void setup()
{
  Serial.begin(9600);  //  set up serial to 9600 bits per second for test
}

Then loop prints through the serial connection like this:

void loop()
{
    for(x=0; x<11; x++)  // set x equal to 0, then 1, etc. through 10
    {
 y = squared(x);    // set y equal to whatever squared returns
 
 Serial.print( "x = " );  // literal string sent to host computer
 Serial.print( x );         // value sent to squared
 Serial.print( " y = " ); // literal string sent to host computer
 Serial.println( y );      // squared value sent to computer with a line feed
 
 delay(1000); // 1 second
    }

 }
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The output of the above program is below: 

x = 0 y = 0
x = 1 y = 1
x = 2 y = 4
x = 3 y = 9
x = 4 y = 16
x = 5 y = 25
x = 6 y = 36
x = 7 y = 49
x = 8 y = 64
x = 9 y = 81
x = 10 y = 100

Let's see what the program did. The first addition in this version is what is called a for 
loop. The following shows how it works: 

      _Start x at 0
     |     _Run the loop as long as x
     |    | is less than(<)11
     |    |      _Increment x by 1 each time
     |    |     | through the loop
     |    |     |
     |    |     |
for(x=0; x<11; x++)

What this says is to first set x to 0, then run the loop as long as x is less than 11, 
incrementing it each time around. Everything inside the curly braces ({ }) under the 
for() loop statement is part of the loop: 

for(x=0; x<11; x++)
{
  // everything in here is part of the for() loop
}

What would squared2 print?
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For loops are very flexible. Consider the following: 

for(x = 12; x >= -20; x-=2) 
{ 
} 

Notice the spaces between x, = and 12, as well as other characters. Except for labels, C does not care
if you add white space, which is anything that is not readable, such as tabs, spaces, blank lines, etc. 
The C compiler ignores white space. It is a very good idea to use that fact to spread things out a little
if it makes the code easier to read. Here, x is started at 12. The loop continues as long as x is greater 
than or equal to (>=) -20. Each time around, x is decremented by 2 (-=2). Thus, x would follow the 
sequence 12, 10, 8 etc., 2, 0, -2 etc., -14, -16, and finally reach -20.  Try this loop in the squared 
program and see what happens.

Back to the original program. The first thing that happens inside the for loop is a call to the squared()
function. The x variable is used as the value for the argument to be squared, and y gets the result 
from the squared() function: 

y = squared(x); // set y equal to whatever squared returns 

After y is set by the return of squared, both x and y are printed using the Serial.print() function. 
Serial.print() is one of the built-in Arduino functions that means print to the USB serial line back to 
the programming computer.

Serial.println() means to print with a new line following the information printed.

Consider this, which is called a while loop:

 int n = 1;

 while (n < 6) 

 {

    Serial.print("n = ");

    Serial.println(n);

    n++;

 }

The while loop runs as long as the variable remains as required in the parentheses. Then there's this 
that looks a little like the while loop.  It's called the do while loop:

int x = 0;

do 

{

   Serial.print("x = ");

   Serial.println(x);

   x++;

} while (x < 5);
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Your Practice Test: Remember, take it with a pencil and write lightly.  Check your answers on
the answer sheet then erase the incorrect answers here.  Repeat until you have all of the 
answers correct.

1. A  ______________ is used to make a picture of the flow of a program before typing it into
text.

2. What do these symbols mean?

__________         _____________        _____________

3. It's very important to ________________ your code.

4. This { is an _________________.     This } is a __________________.

5. What does int mean? ______________

6. The squared function changes the x variable sent to it and returns the result     T   F

7.      _ What does this mean? ___________
         |              _What does this mean? ____________
         |              |             _What happens here? ____________
         |              |             | 
for(z = -20;  z < 20;  z += 5)

8. Except for labels, C does not care if you add __________ ___________.
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Programming Part 1 Practice Test Answers

1.  A  f  low chart  is used to make a picture of the flow of a program before typing it into text.

2. The symbols mean:      connector        operation         decision   

3. It's very important to  comment  your code.

4. This { is an    open curly brace    .     This } is a    close curly    brace  .

5. What does int mean?  integer  

6. The squared function changes the x variable sent to it and returns the result     False

7.      _ What does this mean?   start z at -20  
         |                _What does this mean?    continue the loop as long as z is less than 20   
         |                |            _What happens here?   increase z by 5 each time around the loop 
         |                |            | 
for(z = -20;  z < 20;  z += 5)

8. Except for labels, C does not care if you add  white    space   .

Notes

All Contents Copyright © 2000 - 2021, Joe D. Reeder. All Rights Reserved. 
joe.yt1944acct@gmail.com 
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Information (often called data) inside a computer is exchanged among the various 
components by means of metallic conductors called data lines. A group of data lines is called
a data bus. 

Each data line carries a unit of data called a bit.  A bit is the smallest piece of information 
most computers can work with.  A bit can be on or off. On is usually considered to be 5 volts,
and off is considered to be 0 volts, although modern systems often use lower on voltages to 
decrease power consumption. 

Data can be represented on paper as a series of ones and zeros. A one means a bit is on, and a 
zero means it is off. A group of 8 bits is called a byte. A byte with a value of 0 would be 
represented as 00000000. Non-zero bytes can be any combination of 1s and 0s. 01100010 
will be used as an example here. In the C language, a byte can also be called a character and 
is abbreviated char. 

When data is represented as a series of ones and zeros, it is said to be a binary representation,
or to have a base of 2 because it uses 2 digits. We humans use a base of 10, probably 
because we have 10 fingers.  We use the 10 digits 0 through 9 in each place.

The left-end bit of a number represented in binary is called the most significant bit, 
abbreviated msb, and the right-end bit is called the least significant bit, abbreviated lsb. 

Notice that in some of the software there is the command: Serial.begin(9600);  This says set up 
the USB port so it will send 9600 bits per second.  We can load a whole byte inside the computer, but
we have to send information to the outside world as a series of bits or serially.  The system will 
typically use 10 bits per byte, so 9600 bits per second will send 960 bytes per second.

It's already been mentioned earlier, but some review might be helpful to those who are a little 
rusty on raising a number to a power. No high math here; to raise a number (the base in a 
numbering system) to a positive power, just write it down the exponent number of times and 
multiply. The exponent is the power to which a number is raised. One way to recognize an 
exponent is by the fact that it is often raised when written: 
52 = 5 * 5 = 25 
23 = 2 * 2 * 2 = 8 
44 = 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 = 256 

In a numbering system, each position has a weight. For all numbering systems I am aware of 
(the mathematicians probably know of others), the right, least-significant, lsb position is 
known as the 1's place. There, the weight is equal to the base raised to the power of 0. 
Any number raised to the power of 0 is equal to 1. 

In a numbering system, the exponent is increased by 1 with each move to the left.  Thus, the 
second place from the right has a weight equal to the base raised to the power of 1. 
Any number raised to the power of 1 is equal to itself. 
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To raise a number to a negative power, first remember that it is understood that there is an 
imaginary decimal to the right of a whole number.  Thus, the number 2 can be expressed as 2,
2. or 2.0 and all three are equal.

So 2-3 = 2.-3 = 2.0-3  which is equal to 1/23 which is 1/8 or .125.

We were taught in grade school that the second place from the right is the 10's place. That's 
because we were using a base of 10 and we were raising it to the power of 1. Since a base of 
2 is used in binary, the second place from the right has a weight of 2 because it is 2 raised to 
the power of 1. The next weight is 22 = 2 * 2 = 4, then 23 = 2 * 2 * 2 = 8 and so on.   Notice 
that a weight is the previous weight on the right times the base.

The exponents are often used to designate a bit in a binary number. Bit 0 is on the right end 
of the byte and bit 7 is on the left end. Bit 0 is the lsb and bit 7 is the msb. Data bits are often
abbreviated using the letter D, thus, D0, D1, D2, etc. 

Bit D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0

Baseexponent 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20

Weights 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

The example binary number above was 01100010. To figure out what the decimal value is, 
simply add the weights for the bits that are turned on. In this case, bits 6, 5 and 1 are on. The 
total of their weights equals 64 + 32 + 2 = 98. 

A more general description of the procedure is to multiply the position weights by the values 
at the positions, then add them up. The example 01100010 would be: 
(0 * 128) + (1 * 64) + (1 * 32) + (0 * 16) + (0 * 8) + (0 * 4) + (1 * 2) + (0 * 1) = 98. 
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A common way of showing numbers in a C program is to use hexadecimal notation, or 
HEX. It uses a base of 16. Break a byte into two groups of 4 bits each: nnnn nnnn. Each 
group is called a nibble. A nibble with all low bits, 0000, is equal to 0. With all of its bits 
turned on, 1111, a nibble has a value of 15 (8 + 4 + 2 + 1). Thus, we are dealing with the 16 
values 0 through 15 inclusive, and a base of 16. 

Hexadecimal notation is simple. Just use digits for 0 through 9, and A through F for 10 
through 15. The following table shows all of the combinations. 

Binary Decimal Hexadecimal Binary Decimal Hexadecimal

0000 00 0 1000 08 8

0001 01 1 1001 09 9

0010 02 2 1010 10 A

0011 03 3 1011 11 B

0100 04 4 1100 12 C

0101 05 5 1101 13 D

0110 06 6 1110 14 E

0111 07 7 1111 15 F

The right nibble of a byte is the least significant nibble. It's the 1's place because it's 160. Next
is the 16's place because it's 161, then 162 = 256, and so on. To get the decimal value, take the
value of the nibbles, multiply by the position weight values and add them up. Thus, the HEX 
value 9B = (9 * 16) + (11 * 1) = 155.
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What do you think the following will print?  How many times will it print?  You can get it in 
the Files folder or here on line.

// PrintNumbers

int x;

void setup()

{

  Serial.begin (9600);

  Serial.println("BIN\tHEX\tDEC\tBIN\tHEX\tDEC");

  for(x=0; x<15; x+=2)

  {

     Serial.print(x, BIN);

     Serial.print("\t");

     Serial.print(x, HEX);

     Serial.print("\t");

     Serial.print(x, DEC);

     Serial.print("\t");

     Serial.print(x+1, BIN);

     Serial.print("\t");

     Serial.print(x+1, HEX);

     Serial.print("\t");

     Serial.println(x+1, DEC);

  }

}

void loop()

{

}

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/PrintNumbers.c
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To show a number is hexadecimal in the C language, prefix it with 0x. The 9B 
above would be represented as 0x9B or 0x9b. This particular notation is not case-
sensitive, although many things in C are. 

The following shows the byte table again, but this time with the weights also 
expressed in hexadecimal notation, as often seen in C operations. 

Bit D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0

Baseexponent 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20

Weights 128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1

HEX
Weights

0x80 0x40 0x20 0x10 0x08 0x04 0x02 0x01

A word is commonly 16 bits in embedded systems, D0 through D15. A table with
the bit names and their relationship to the binary base of 2 is below. 

Bit D15 D14 D13 D12 D11 D10 D9 D8 D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0

Baseexponent 215 214 213 212 211 210 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20

The following shows the bits with their HEX weights. 

Bit D15 D14 D13 D12 D11 D10 D9 D8

HEX Weights 0x8000 0x4000 0x2000 0x1000 0x0800 0x0400 0x0200 0x0100

Bit D7 D6 D5 D4 D3 D2 D1 D0

HEX Weights 0x0080 0x0040 0x0020 0x0010 0x0008 0x0004 0x0002 0x0001
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A word can be broken up into 4 nibbles. It can be represented by showing its 4 
nibbles as a 4-place hexadecimal number. For example, the decimal number 
19070 can be represented as the hexadecimal number 0x4A7E. 
0x4A7E = (4 * 163) + (10 * 162) + (7 * 161) + (14 * 160) 
= ( 4 * 4096) + (10 * 256) + (7 * 16) + (14 * 1) 
= 19070. 

In the C language, a word is most often called an integer, abbreviated int. An 
integer can be used to represent numbers that range from negative to positive 
values, or numbers that have only positive values. In other words, an integer can 
be signed or unsigned. A signed integer can have either positive or negative 
values. An unsigned integer can only be positive. An unsigned 16-bit integer can 
have values from 0 through 65535. It is often abbreviated simply as unsigned. 

Bit 15 is used as a sign bit for signed integers. If it is on, the number is negative. 
If it is off, it is positive. Positive values can range from 0 to 32767. Negative 
values can range from -1 to -32768. Some examples are shown below. Notice that
the signed version is equal to -1 * (65536 - unsigned version). For example, to get
the signed number from the unsigned value 49151, 
signed = -1 * (65536 - 49151) = -16385. 

HEX 8000 BFFF FFFE FFFF 0 3FFF 7FFE 7FFF

Signed -32768 -16385 -2 -1 0 16383 32766 32767

Unsigned 32768 49151 65534 65535 0 16383 32766 32767

A long word is generally considered to be 4 bytes or 32 bits. A long is used for 
very large numbers. Longs can also be signed or unsigned. Signed longs have a 
range from -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647. The maximum unsigned value is 
0xFFFFFFFF = 4,294,967,295. The minimum unsigned value is 0. 
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The following is a self-test over this section. It would be a very good idea to make sure you 
know the answers to all of the questions here since the sections that follow will build on this 
one.  Take it and all other tests with a pencil and write lightly.  Check your answers on the 
answer sheet which follows the test, then erase the incorrect answers here.  Leave the correct 
ones alone.  Repeat until you have all of the answers correct.

 1) Data inside computers is exchanged among the different components by means of metal 
conductors called ____. A group is called a ____. 

A. Data Bus B. Nibble C. Binary D. Bit 
E. HEX F. Data Lines G. Weight

 
2) If the voltage is 5 volts in a typical system, the bit is on. If the bit is off, the voltage is 0 
volts. 

A. True B. False

 

3) A group of 8 bits is a ____ and might be called a ____ in the C programming language. 

A. Data Bus B. Nibble C. Byte D. Weight 
E. Bit F. Unsigned G. Signed H. Character (or char)

4) It is said to be a _____ number when data is represented with a base of 2, because of the 
two digits used. 

A. Integer (or int) B. Most Significant Bit C. Binary D. HEX

5) The left-end bit can also be referred to as the ____. The ____ is the right-end bit. 

A. Word B. Integer (or int) C. Least Significant Bit (or lsb) 
D. Character (or char) E. Data Bus F. Long Word
G. Data Lines H. Most Significant Bit (or msb)

6) In the 1's place, the _____ is equal to the base number raised to the power of 0. 

A. Byte B. Weight C. Long Word D. Data Bus 

7) _____ is a common way of showing numbers in a C program. It uses a base of 16. 

A. Data Lines B. HEX C. Word D. Byte 

8) If you break a byte into 2 groups of 4 bits each, then each group is a _____. 

A. HEX B. Binary C. Nibble D. Volt 
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9) A ____ is commonly 16 bits, or 2 bytes in an embedded system. Something with 32 bits, or
4 bytes is usually called a ____. 

A. Signed B. Long Word C. Byte D. Bit
E. Unsigned F. HEX G. Word H. Binary 

10) The ____ integer can be a positive or negative word, and the ____ integer can only be a 
positive word. 

A. Nibbles B. HEX C. Signed D. Data lines
E. Byte F. Bit G. Integer H. Unsigned 

11) A ____ is the smallest piece of information most computers can work with.

A. Nibbles B. HEX C. Signed D. Data lines
E. Byte F. Bit G. Integer H. Unsigned 
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In the table on the next page, fill in the blanks and correct errors where needed.

Hints: 
All of the information you need to figure out this table is in the material you have just read

There are 4 errors (HEX can be upper or lower case; it's not an error to use lower case for 
HEX). 

MS Binary Nibble Means Most Significant Binary Nibble, which is the nibble on the left.  LS
Binary Nibble Means Least Significant Binary Nibble, which is the nibble on the right.

MS HEX Nibble Means Most Significant,left HEX Nibble. .... LS HEX Nibble Means Least 
Significant, right HEX Nibble. 

Remember 8,4,2,1 for binary. 

Remember that the base for HEX is 16. 
The Weight for the Most Significant HEX Nibble = 16 
The Weight for the Least Significant HEX Nibble = 1. 
Remember, when you count in HEX you use 0 through 9, then A through F. 

If you have binary but no HEX, use the binary to figure out the HEX. 
If you have HEX but no binary, use the HEX to figure out the binary. 

The first 16 numbers in the table simply count from 0 through 15. 
Remember the binary and HEX for 0 to 15 from the table on page 64, and you have done 
over half of the table   (  0 is already answered  )  . 

Notice that even numbers are on the left side of the table, odd numbers are on the right side. 
0 is on the left, 1 is on the right, 2 is on the left, 3 is on the right and so on. 
That's true all the way through 15. 
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MS
Binary
Nibble

LS
Binary
Nibble

MS
HEX
Nibble

LS
HEX
Nibble

Decimal MS
Binary
Nibble

LS
Binary
Nibble

MS
HEX
Nibble

LS
HEX
Nibble

Decimal

0000 0000 0 0 0 0000 0001 1

0000 0010 0 2 0 3 3

0000 0100 4 0000 0101 0 5

0 6 6 0000 00111 7

0000 1000 0 8 0 9 9

0000 1010 10 0000 1011 0 B

0000 1100 0 H 12 0000 1101 13

0000 0000 0 E 0000 1111 15

1010 0000 A 0 6 4 100

27 5 C

0011 0111 55 0001 1101 1 d

0011 0011 3 3 33 0000 0 192

a a B B

c c D D

E E f f

All Contents Copyright © 2000 - 2021, Joe D. Reeder. All Rights Reserved.
 joe.yt1944acct@gmail.com
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Data lines, bits, nibbles, bytes, words, binary and HEX Test Answers
 

1) G, A. = Data Lines, Data Bus
2) A. True 
3) C, H. Byte, Character (or char)
4) C. Binary 
5) C, H. Least Significant Bit, Most Significant Bit (or msb)
6) B. Weight 
7) B. HEX 
8) C. Nibble 
9) G, B. Word, Long Word
10) C, H. Signed, Unsigned
11) F. Bit

The little PrintNumbers program above will print this:
BIN HEX DEC BIN HEX DEC

0 0 0 1 1 1

10 2 2 11 3 3

100 4 4 101 5 5

110 6 6 111 7 7

1000 8 8 1001 9 9

1010 A 10 1011 B 11

1100 C 12 1101 D 13

1110 E 14 1111 F 15
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MS
Binary
Nibble

LS
Binary
Nibble

MS
HEX
Nibble

LS
HEX
Nibble

Decimal MS
Binary
Nibble

LS
Binary
Nibble

MS
HEX
Nibble

LS
HEX
Nibble

Decimal

0000 0000 0 0 0 0000 0001 0 1 1

0000 0010 0 2 2 0000 0011 0 3 3

0000 0100 0000 0100 4 0000 0101 0 5 5

0000 0110 0 6 6 0000 00111 
0111

0 7 7

0000 1000 0 8 8 0000 1001 0 9 9

0000 1010 0 A 10 0000 1011 0 B 11

0000 1100 0 H C 12 0000 1101 0 D 13

0000 0000   1110 0 E 14 0000 1111 0 F 15

1010 0000 A 0 160 0110 0100 6 4 100

0001 1011 1 B 27 0101 1100 5 C 92

0011 0111 3 7 55 0001 1101 1 d 29

0011 0011 3 3 33 51 1100 0000 C 0 192

1010 1010 a a 170 1011 1011 B B 187

1100 1100 c c 204 1101 1101 D D 221

1110 1110 E E 238 1111 1111 f f 255
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As I indicated in the previous section, a bit is the smallest piece of information most 
computers can work with.  Control and embedded systems frequently deal with 
individual or groups of bits in order to control specific operations or to determine the 
condition of part of a system. For example, a bit might be turned on to light a lamp or 
activate a relay, or a bit might be off to indicate a switch is on (off or low meaning on is
very common due to the nature of hardware). 

Boolean logic, developed by George Boole (1815-1864), is often used to refine the 
determination of system status or to set or clear specific bits. Boolean logic is simply a 
way of comparing individual bits. It uses what are called operators to determine how 
the bits are compared. They simulate the gates seen in hardware. 

Think of operators as boxes with several inputs and one output. Feed in various 
combinations of bit values, and the output will be high or low depending on the type of 
operation. The examples that follow show 2 inputs, although gates can have many 
more. Also, gates are often combined to form more complex logic. A modern 
microprocessor contains huge numbers of them with many inputs and many varying 
combinations. Please note that the terms on, high and 1 will be considered the same 
logical state, and off, low and 0 will be considered the same logical state in the 
discussions that follow.

In the UNO, low is usually 0 volts and high is usually 5 volts.

The operators used most often are AND and OR. The AND operation says if and only 
if all inputs are on, the output will be on. The output will be off if any of the inputs are 
off. The OR operation says if any input is on, the output will be on. It's easy to see all 
of the combinations by using what are called truth tables, illustrated on the following 
pages. At the bottom of each table is shown the schematic symbol found in circuit 
diagrams.  The inputs on the following pages are A and B, and the outputs Y.
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AND (all high = high, else low) OR (any high = high, else low)

A B Y A B Y

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 1 1

1 0 0 1 0 1

1 1 1 1 1 1

     74LS08 AND Gate   74LS32  OR Gate

The package pin-out for both of the above and others that follow is called a Dual Inline Package or 
DIP and is shown below.  Notice the symbols that might be used to indicate pin 1.  Connect the 5V 
on the UNO to pin 14 on the IC and GND on the UNO to pin 7 on the IC, then play with the gate 
packages to check out the truth tables.  You will probably need to straighten the pins by rolling the 
ICs over on their edges before plugging the IC into a breadboard.  The following circuit can be used 
to test the first five ICs.  Use pins 1 & 2 for A and B and pin 3 for Y, then see what voltage you get 
on the meter for various combinations of high and low on pins 1 & 2:

https://www.jameco.com/z/74LS32-Major-Brands-Quad-2-Input-Positive-OR-Gate-DIP-14_47466.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/74LS08-Major-Brands-QUAD-2-INPUT-POSITIVE-AND-GATE-DIP-14_46375.html
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There are two operators that have the same logic as on the previous page, but with an 
inverted output (which is to say a 1 becomes a 0, and a 0 becomes a 1).  High outputs in the 
previous tables are low in these operations.  The NAND operation says if and only if all 
inputs are on, the output will be off. The output will be on if any of the inputs are off. The 
NOR operation says if any input is on, the output will be off. Notice the bubble on the output 
of the schematic symbol used to indicate an inversion: 

NAND (all high = low, else high) NOR (any high = low, else high)

A B Y A B Y

0 0 1 0 0 1

0 1 1 0 1 0

1 0 1 1 0 0

1 1 0 1 1 0

                             74LS00 NAND                                        74LS02  NOR Gate

https://www.jameco.com/z/74LS02-Major-Brands-QUAD-2-INPUT-POSITIVE-NOR-GATE-DIP-14_46287.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/74LS00-Major-Brands-QUAD-2-INPUT-POSITIVE-NAND-GATE-DIP-14_46252.html
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There is a variation on the OR logic called Exclusive OR or XOR. The Exclusive OR 
operator simply says that the output will be on (or off with NXOR) if the inputs are 
different: 

XOR (different = high, same
= low)

A B Y

0 0 0

0 1 1

1 0 1

1 1 0

74LS86 XOR

https://www.jameco.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10001&freeText=74LS86+XOR&langId=-1&storeId=10001&productId=295751&krypto=0HIBuzrl37hCmsBLeP5NCgfBbNzViCMlZbRUh6bHBpieCLy3EqaW8RYV98CNGVOHgzf%2BfMhViQ0o13t16%2F7oCs1QETVMDHTBNvp23hsJSx0%3D&ddkey=https%3AStoreCatalogDrillDownView
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Another one, the inverter or NOT operator, such as the DM7404, which contains 6 inverters, says 
that the output will be opposite in state to the input. It obviously has only one input and one output. 
Note that it will change an AND to a NAND, an OR to a NOR and an XOR to a NXOR if connected 
to their outputs. It simply changes 1s to 0s and 0s to 1s: 

NOT (inverter)

A = 1 Y = 0

A = 0 Y = 1

74LS04

One other basic digital device is on a lot of boards. It actually performs no logic. It looks like an 
inverter without the bubble, and is called a buffer. It's a triangle with a single input and output. It is 
not used for logic, but to increase the output drive capability of a line, or to lighten the load seen by 
off-board circuits. This is sometimes called repowering. Some buffers have a third line entering the 
side of the triangle. When it is not activated, the output of the buffer is removed from the circuit to 
keep it from interfering with other devices. The 74LS244 is an example: 

https://www.jameco.com/z/74LS244-Major-Brands-Tri-State-Octal-B-uFfer-line-Driver-DIP-20_47183.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/74LS04-Major-Brands-HEX-INVERTER-DIP-14_46316.html
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Symbols are substituted for the full description or abbreviation of a Boolean operation in the 
C programming language. They are as follows for the operations covered so far: 

Logical Operation Abbreviation Symbol
And AND &

Or OR |

Exclusive OR XOR ^

Inversion NOT ~

There are also decision symbols that return true if the condition exists.  Some 
look like the above, but with the symbol doubled to indicate a query rather than a 
setting action.  Some are shown below.  Note that actions are taken after the 
query; if(....) do something:

Query Symbol
If Boolean variable BoolA is true if( BoolA == true)

If A or B equals C if(A == C || B == C)

If A equals B and C equals D if(A == B && C == D)

If Q does not equal A if(Q != A)

If A equals B or C equals D if(A == B || C == D)

If cm is greater than or equal to Ra or cm is 
less than or equal to Rg

if (cm >= Ra || cm <= Rg)

If the result of 40000 divided by the variable 
Div has a remainder (modulo operator)

if ((40000 % Div)  >  0)

Note that the Boolean variable BoolA is declared like this: bool BoolA = false;.  
It's a good idea to set a variable to a value at declaration, often a 0 for integers, 
etc., or false in this case.  If that's not done, it will probably end up with a random 
value.  There are more queries and combinations of queries that can be found in 
the code illustrations.
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It is common in the C language to perform logical operations on bytes or words.  
Remember, a byte is a group of eight bits.   A word is commonly considered to be 
sixteen bits in embedded and control systems.  Combinations of on and off 
conditions are often important determinants of condition, and the use of logical 
combinations as outputs can be used to cause complex actions. To determine the 
result when logical operations are applied to larger variable types, simply work 
with one bit at a time. Some examples follow. The numbers are presented in both 
hexadecimal and binary form. The top line shows an equation illustrating the 
operation in hexadecimal notation and the symbol used in C. It is not a C 
statement, but simply an illustration of the action taken. The three lines following 
it show the numbers used in the operation and the result in both HEX and binary. 
The first example is expanded to show how the result is determined one bit at a 
time. 

0xC1 & 0xEA = 0xC0 (this says 0xC1 AND 0xEA = 0xC0)
0xC1 11000001 (the two nibbles are 1100 = 12 = 0xC and
0001 = 1 = 0x1)
0xEA 11101010
0xC0 11000000
     ||||||||_ 0 AND 0 = 0
     |||||||__ 0 AND 1 = 0
     ||||||___ 0 AND 0 = 0
     |||||____ 0 AND 1 = 0
     ||||_____ 0 AND 0 = 0
     |||______ 0 AND 1 = 0
     ||_______ 1 AND 1 = 1
     |________ 1 AND 1 = 1

0x00 & 0x86 = 0x00 (this says 0x00 AND 0x86 = 0x00) 
0x00 00000000 
0x86 10000110 
0x00 00000000 (Think, "This bit will be on
only if both of the ones above it are on.") 
0x88 & 0xE0 = 0x80 (this says 0x88 AND 0xE0 = 0x80) 
0x88 10001000 
0xE0 11100000 
0x80 10000000 
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0xC0 | 0xAD = 0xED (this says 0xC0 OR 0xAD = 0xED) 
0xC0 11000000 
0xAD 10101101 
0xED 11101101 (Think, "If either one of the bits above
is on, this one will be on.") 
0xAD | 0xEF = 0xEF (this says 0xAD OR 0xEF = 0xEF) 
0xAD 10101101 
0xEF 11101111 
0xEF 11101111 
0xC4 | 0x84 = 0xC4 (this says 0xC4 OR 0x84 = 0xC4) 
0xC4 11000100 
0x84 10000100 
0xC4 11000100 

0xD4 ^ 0x8D = 0x59 (this says 0xD4 XOR 0x8D = 0x59) 
0xD4 11010100 
0x8D 10001101 
0x59 01011001 (Think, "This bit will be on only if the
two above it are not the same.") 
0xDA ^ 0x87 = 0x5D (this says 0xDA XOR 0x87 = 0x5D) 
0xDA 11011010 
0x87 10000111 
0x5D 01011101 
0xAB ^ 0xFC = 0x57 (this says 0xAB XOR 0xFC = 0x57) 
0xAB 10101011 
0xFC 11111100 
0x57 01010111 
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~0x86 = 0x79 (this says 0x86 inverted = 0x79) 
0x86 10000110 
0x79 01111001 (Think, "This is all of the bits above 
reversed.") 
~0xC1 = 0x3E (this says 0xC1 inverted = 0x3E) 
0xC1 11000001 
0x3E 00111110 
~0xEA = 0x15 (this says 0xEA inverted = 0x15) 
0xEA 11101010 
0x15 00010101 

Now load and compile PrintBoolNumbers.c .  It prints somewhat like the above.  
Notice the two byte arrays in the program:
                    //           AND                OR                XOR                 NOT
                //      0       1    2  |  3     4    5  |  6       7        8  |  9     10    11
byte FirstNum[] = {B11000010, 0x91, 140,  0xC2, 0xAE, 195, 0xD5, B11011011, 0xAC, 0x87, 0xC2, 0xEB};
byte SecondNum[] = {0xE9,     0x85, 0xDF, 0xAC, 0xEE, 0x83, 0x8C, 0x86,     0xFB, 0x78, 0x3D, 0x14};

The numbers have been mixed to show how the various numbers are declared.  As noted 
before, the 0x prefix designates a HEX number.  Decimal numbers are obvious.  Binary 
numbers have the letter B as a prefix, such as the B11000010 and B11011011 numbers above.
The code in PrintBoolNumbers below runs through the arrays.  What happens in the for loop?
What numbers will be assigned to the variable x?
 
  for(x=0;  x<12;  x+=3)
  {
    switch(x)
    {
      case 0:  // AND

(other code )

       break;

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/PrintBoolNumbers.c
http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/PrintBoolNumbers.c
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The following is a self-test over this section. It would be a very good idea to make
sure you know the answers to all of the questions since sections that follow will 
build on this one. 

1) It was developed by George Boole, and is often used to refine the 
determination of system status or to set or clear specific bits. 

A. On B. NXOR C. Boolean Logic D. AND 

2) Boolean Logic uses ____ to determine how bits are compared and simulates 
____ . 

A. Operators B. NOR C. NAND D. Truth Tables 
E. Buffers F. AND G. Gates H. Off 

3) The _____ operation says if and only if all inputs are on, the output will be on. 
The output will be off if any of the inputs are off. 

A. OR B. NAND C. NOR D. AND 

4) The _____ operation says if any input is on then the output will be on. 

A. NOT B. OR C. NOR D. XOR 

5) If and only if all of the inputs are on, the output will be off. This is called 
_____ . 

A. NAND B. NOR C. Truth Tables D. On 

6) This operation says that if any input is on, the output will be off. What 
operation is this? 

A. Boolean Logic B. XOR C. NOR D. AND 
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7) _____ says that if the inputs are different then the output will be on. 

A. Gates B. Low C. NXOR D. XOR 

8) _____ simply changes the input to the opposite (0 to 1 or 1 to 0). 

A. Operator B. NOT C. AND D. OR 

9. 0xB0 & 0xD9 
Operator: __________ 
Binary for 0xB0: __________ __________ 
Binary for 0xD9: __________ __________ 
Binary Result of Operation: __________ __________ 
HEX Result of Operation:          __________ __________ 

10. 0xAF | 0x9C 
Operator: __________ 
Binary for 0xAF: __________ __________ 
Binary for 0x9C: __________ __________ 
Binary Result of Operation: __________ __________ 
HEX Result of Operation:          __________ __________ 

11. 0xC3 ^ 0x7C 
Operator: __________ 
Binary for 0xC3: __________  __________  
Binary for 0x7C: __________  __________  
Binary Result of Operation: __________  __________  
HEX Result of Operation:          __________  __________ 

12. ~0x85 
Operator: __________ 
Binary for 0x85: __________  __________  
Binary Result of Operation: __________  __________  
HEX Result of Operation:          __________  __________ 
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Notes
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Boolean Logic Test Answers 

From page 80: for(x=0;  x<12;  x+=3) starts x at 0, runs as long as x is less than 12 and 
increases by 3 each time around, thus being assigned 0, 3, 6 and 9.

1) C. Boolean Logic 
2) A. G.  = Operators and Gates
3) D. AND 
4) B. OR 
5) A. NAND 
6) C. NOR 
7) D. XOR 
8) B. NOT

9.  0xB0 & 0xD9 
Operator: AND 
Binary for 0xB0:                1011 0000 
Binary for 0xD9:                1101 1001 
Result of Operation:            1001 0000
HEX Result of Operation: 0x90

10.  0xAF | 0x9C 
Operator: OR 
Binary for 0xAF:                1010 1111 
Binary for 0x9C:                1001 1100 
Result of Operation:            1011 1111 
HEX Result of Operation: 0xBF

11.  0xC3 ^ 0x7C 
Operator: XOR 
Binary for 0xC3:                1100 0011 
Binary for 0x7C:                0111 1100 
Result of Operation:            1011 1111 
HEX Result of Operation: 0xBF

12.  ~0x85 
Operator: NOT 
Binary for 0x85:                1000 0101 
Result of Operation:            0111 1010 
HEX Result of Operation: 0x7A

Copyright © 2000 - 2021, Joe D. Reeder. All Rights Reserved
joe.yt1944acct@gmail.com
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Chapter 5 - Programming Part 2
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Blink is a beginning program for the Arduino.  We are now going to look at something 
called Chase.  It's purpose is to turn on the first LED for 250ms, turn it off, then turn on
the next LED for 250ms and so on for five LEDs.

You could hook things up like the following.  All of the resistors are 150 ohms as we 
found out in Blink.  Please note that only one of the LEDs will be turned on at a 
time.   That means the following circuit will work with four fewer parts than shown.  
Know how?  See the answer section.

One way to do a Chase program can be found in Chase1.c in the Files folder or here if 
you are on line.  Once it's loaded, press the control button and,while holding it down, 
press A and C at the same time (Ctrl AC). This will copy all of the text in the program. 
Now go to the Arduino software text area and press Ctrl AV.  That will paste the text 
into the Arduino text area.  Chase1 is on the next page.

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/Chase1.c
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// Chase1 – it's a good idea to have a begin and end comment 

int LED1_Pin_4 = 4;
int LED2_Pin_7 = 7;
int LED3_Pin_8 = 8;
int LED4_Pin_12 = 12;
int LED5_Pin_13 = 13;

void setup()
{
  pinMode(LED1_Pin_4, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(LED2_Pin_7, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(LED3_Pin_8, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(LED4_Pin_12, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(LED5_Pin_13, OUTPUT);
}

void loop()
{
  digitalWrite(LED1_Pin_4, HIGH);   // Turn the LED on (HIGH is the voltage level)
  digitalWrite(LED5_Pin_13, LOW);   // Turn the LED off
  delay(250);               // wait for 250ms
  digitalWrite(LED2_Pin_7, HIGH);   // Turn the LED on (HIGH is the voltage level)
  digitalWrite(LED1_Pin_4, LOW);   // Turn the LED off
  delay(250);               // wait for 250ms
  digitalWrite(LED3_Pin_8, HIGH);   // Turn the LED on (HIGH is the voltage level)
  digitalWrite(LED2_Pin_7, LOW);   // Turn the LED off
  delay(250);               // wait for 250ms
  digitalWrite(LED4_Pin_12, HIGH);   // Turn the LED on (HIGH is the voltage level)
  digitalWrite(LED3_Pin_8, LOW);   // Turn the LED off
  delay(250);               // wait for 250ms
  digitalWrite(LED5_Pin_13, HIGH);   // Turn the LED on (HIGH is the voltage level)
  digitalWrite(LED4_Pin_12, LOW);   // Turn the LED off
  delay(250);               // wait for 250ms
}

// end Chase1
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Some of the following code uses what's called a switch statement which looks like this:

switch(var) // var is just about any variable, usually an integer                                
{

case 1:
  // do something
break;

case 25:
  // do something

break;

default:
   //  else do default stuff here

                  break;

          }

Chase2 and Chase3 use switch statements in the same manner, but with a little different
timing.

The next page describes Chase4 which uses a little different approach.
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How could you set up a single value so that the timing would change for all five LEDs?  It would 
need to be a constant, or at least when used in the manner I used it in Chase4.c (Files folder or here if
on line) – something like this:

Notice that TotalMilliseconds is declared as a constant integer.  This is necessary since a variable 
cannot be used in a case statement calculation; only constants.  In this case, it is set to 300 when it is 
declared.  It cannot be changed by the program, but only set at declaration.

A for loop starts the counter, x, at 0 and runs as long as it is less then TotalMilliseconds.  The first 
LED is turned on and the last turned off at 0.  Then, since there are 5 LEDs, subsequent LEDs are 
turned on and the previous one turned of in 1/5 steps of the amount set by  TotalMilliseconds.  Thus, 
the on and off times are set by TotalMilliseconds, and thus the speed of the chase:

int x;  // counter
const int TotalMilliseconds = 300; // total time used in for loop at 1ms per step

void loop()
{

for(x=0; x<TotalMilliseconds; x++)
{

switch(x)
{

case 0:
digitalWrite(LED1_Pin_4, HIGH);   // turn LED1 on at 0 ms
digitalWrite(LED5_Pin_13, LOW);   // and LED5 off

break;

case TotalMilliseconds / 5: // 1/5 .. TotalMilliseconds = 300 yields 60
digitalWrite(LED2_Pin_7, HIGH);   // turn LED2 on
digitalWrite(LED1_Pin_4, LOW);   // and LED1 off

break;

case (TotalMilliseconds * 2) / 5: // 2/5 .. TotalMilliseconds = 300 yields 120
digitalWrite(LED3_Pin_8, HIGH);   // turn LED3 on
digitalWrite(LED2_Pin_7, LOW);   // and LED2 off

break;

case (TotalMilliseconds * 3) / 5: // 3/5 .. TotalMilliseconds = 300 yields 180
digitalWrite(LED4_Pin_12, HIGH);   // turn LED4 on
digitalWrite(LED3_Pin_8, LOW);   // and LED3 off

break;

case (TotalMilliseconds * 4) / 5: // 4/5 .. TotalMilliseconds = 300 yields 240
digitalWrite(LED5_Pin_13, HIGH);   // turn LED5 on
digitalWrite(LED4_Pin_12, LOW);   // and LED4 off

break;

} // end switch(x)

delay(1); // wait 1ms

 } // end for(x=0; x<TotalMilliseconds; x++)

} // end void loop()

// end Chase4

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/Chase4.c
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One problem with Chase4 is that there are more lines of code than might be wanted or 
needed.  Please note that this is not always a problem, since code that can do without 
for loops and switch statements is often faster, which can be a benefit in some 
applications.  

In addition, please note that Chase1, using 5 LEDs, which does not have a for loop or 
switch statement, ended up being 1248 bytes, whereas Chase4 with a for loop and 
switch was 1316 bytes.  Small control computers are often memory starved, so the less 
room a program takes, the better.

Still another consideration is readability.  It is very important that code does not get 
cold.  Most programmers have looked back at code they wrote several years 
(sometimes days) ago and wondered why in the world they did it that way.  They might
also be followed by other programmers.  Those are also good reasons for commenting 
code.  Generally speaking, the shortest, simplest code is often easiest to understand.

But how would this be done using a for() loop and a switch statement?  The port 
variables LED1_Pin_7, etc. would still be declared the same and the LEDs turned
off, but their use inside loop() will change.

See Chase2.c, which can be found in the Files folder or here if online, for one 
answer. Remember, once the text is loaded, press the control button and, while 
holding it down, press A and C at the same time (Ctrl AC). This will copy all of 
the text in the program. Now go to the Arduino software text area and press Ctrl 
AV.  That will paste the text into the Arduino text area.

Why do the lights run faster?  What happens in Chase3.c (Files folder or here if 
on line)?  Comment the programs to explain what's happening.

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/Chase3.c
http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/Chase2.c
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To make the code more compact we will use an array of integers defined and initialized
as follows, found in Chase5 (in the Files folder or here if on line).  The array is 
designated a constant integer, which means it can't be modified when the program is 
running:

const int LEDs[] = {4,7,8,12,13};

The five cells of the array are referenced by a number or integer variable inside the 
brackets ([]).  The first cell is in position 0 and the 5th one in position 4.  The numbers 
in the above initialization represent the pin numbers.  So,
LEDs[0] = Pin 4, LEDs[1] = Pin 7, LEDs[2] = Pin 8,

LEDs[3] = Pin 12 and LEDs[4] = Pin 13

The number of cells can be determined by getting the size of the whole array, then 
divided that by the size of an individual integer by using the built-in sizeof() function.  
Note that the loop stops just before reaching ArrayCount.  The array's access range is 
from 0 through 4, not through 5.:

int ArrayCount = sizeof(LEDs) / sizeof(int);

int x; // counter

A loop can be used in setup to initialize the pins:

void setup()

{

    // make pins outputs and set low

    for(x=0; x<ArrayCount; x++)

    {

      pinMode(LEDs[x], OUTPUT);

      digitalWrite(LEDs[x], LOW);

    }

  //Serial.begin(9600);

}

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/Chase5.c
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We are going to do the same thing that has been done in other versions of Chase, which is to 
turn on an LED then turn off the last one.  The first one turned on will be the one for cell 0, 
and the first one turned off will be the last one.   After that, the last one turned on will be 
turned off  for each iteration of the for loop.

This is what the rest of Chase5 looks like:

int DelayTime = 60, LastOn = ArrayCount - 1;

void loop()

{

for(x=0; x<ArrayCount; x++)

{

digitalWrite(LEDs[x], HIGH); // turn selected LED on =  0, 1, 2, 3, 4

digitalWrite(LEDs[LastOn], LOW);  // turn selected LED off = 4, 0, 1, 2, 3

LastOn = x;

delay(DelayTime); // wait DelayTime milliseconds

 } // end for(x=0; x<ArrayCount; x++)

} // end void loop()

// end Chase5

Speed is set by the DelayTime variable at 60ms per iteration of the loop.  LastOn is initialized
to the last LED, which is not ArrayCount, but one less.  After that, it's set to the current loop 
count, x.

Chase5 starts at 0 and goes through ArrayCount less 1, then starts over.  Build Chase6, which 
will run one direction then back, then repeat the process.  My version is Chase6.c which can 
be found in the Files folder or here if you are on line.

Experiment with the delay time.  Note that virtually no movement is perceived with fast rates 
or if delay(DelayTime); is remarked out (// delay(DelayTime);).  The LEDs appear to be 
constantly on, albeit at somewhat less than full brightness.  All of Chase5 is on the next page.

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/Chase6.c
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// Chase5

/*
 LEDs[0] = Pin 4
 LEDs[1] = Pin 7
 LEDs[2] = Pin 8
 LEDs[3] = Pin 12
 LEDs[4] = Pin 13
*/

//            positions = 0,  1,2,  3,  4
const int LEDs[] = {4, 7, 8, 12, 13};
int ArrayCount = sizeof(LEDs) / sizeof(int); // number of pins = size of whole array divided by size 
of integer
int x;

void setup()
{
    // make pins outputs and set low
    for(x=0; x<ArrayCount; x++)
    {
       pinMode(LEDs[x], OUTPUT);
       digitalWrite(LEDs[x], LOW);
    }
  //Serial.begin(9600);
}

int DelayTime = 60, LastOn = ArrayCount - 1;

void loop()
{

for(x=0; x<ArrayCount; x++)
{

digitalWrite(LEDs[x], HIGH); // turn selected LED on =  0, 1, 2, 3, 4
digitalWrite(LEDs[LastOn], LOW);  // turn selected LED off = 4, 0, 1, 2, 3

LastOn = x;

delay(DelayTime); // wait DelayTime milliseconds

 } // end for(x=0; x<ArrayCount; x++)

} // end void loop()

// end Chase5
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Want to play a song on the UNO?  Take a look at this little tune.   It's in the Files 
folder under the name “Melody.c”.  Please note the #include "pitches.h" entry.  
This might look to some like what's called a hashtag these days, but actually 
means to include contents of the file pitches.h at this point in the program.  You 
can get pitches.h in the Files folder or here if on line, or just right-click on the 
pitches.h file name if you are in TextPad.  You will see definitions of note 
frequencies such as, for example,  #define NOTE_A4  440, which says that the 
A4 note has a frequency of 440Hz (Hertz = cycles per second).

The program runs through an array of the notes declared as int melody[] = {…};  
The notes needed are in the array.  You can run through an array using a for loop.  
Notice how the integer used in the loop is declared in the loop: for (int thisNote = 
0; thisNote < 8; thisNote++).  There is another array for the durations of the notes.

Load  Melody.c and compile it to see how it works.  Where is the speaker 
connected?  The loop is in setup() as written, which means it runs only one time.  
How would you make it play continuously with 1 second between each play?  
How would you make LEDs light up for the notes?

Thus far, we have covered many aspects of programming, including the basic way
an Arduino sketch is constructed, flowcharts, making comments in code so as to 
keep track of what's going on, designing and calling subroutines, sending test 
information to the host computer via USB, for loops and switch statements, 
connecting simple devices to an UNO (an LED), arrays and constants.

We will next explore fading LEDs rather than just turning them on and off.  Move
the LED currently connected to pin 8 to pin 9, then load and compile the Fade.c 
(in the Files folder or here on line) sketch.

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/Fade.c
http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/pitches.h
http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/Melody.c
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Possible new diagram I came up with for the problem on page 86.  There is a reason it's a 
scan of something I drew on grid paper.  No need for a computer.  Get your ideas on paper 
while still fresh.  Many ideas, including the MRI, an important part of Facebook and Harry 
Potter were first sketched on napkins!

A drawing of how the chase circuit might be connected is shown below:
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Notes
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Notice that pin 9 might be designated ~9 on the UNO board.  That indicates that it is an 
analog output.  It uses Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) to produce an analog output.  In fact, 
some very high quality audio amplifiers use PWM.  PWM is generally a continuous train of 
pulses.  The brightness of a lamp or speed of a motor, for example, is determined by the width
of the on pulse.  On time is called the duty cycle, expressed as a percentage of a full cycle:

Note that, in the case of LEDs, the change is only apparent.  The instantaneous output is the 
same at low duty cycles, but the brain interprets the brightness as being lower. From 
Futurelearn: “Persistence of vision works because the human eye and brain can only process 
10 to 12 separate images per second, retaining an image for up to a fifteenth of a second. If a 
subsequent image replaces it in this period of time it will create the illusion of continuity.”

We will now consider a chase using analog rather than simple on/off control to  control the 
LEDs.  The fade program that comes with the UNO looks something like this:

int led = 9;           // the pin that the LED is attached to
int brightness = 0;    // how bright the LED is
int fadeAmount = 5;    // how many points to fade the LED by

// the setup routine runs once with reset:
void setup()  
{ 

pinMode(led, OUTPUT);
} 

void loop()  
{ 

// set the brightness of pin 9:
analogWrite(led, brightness);    

// change the brightness for next time through the loop:
brightness = brightness + fadeAmount;

// reverse the direction of the fading at the ends of the fade: 
if (brightness == 0 || brightness == 255) 
{

fadeAmount = -fadeAmount ; 
}     
   
delay(30);                            

}

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/explore-animation/0/steps/12222
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The led variable is initialized to 9, then, in setup pin 9 is declared an output using pinMode(..)
.  A brightness variable is initialized to 0 and a variable called  fadeAmount is set to 5.  Inside 
loop(), the apparent brightness of the LED is accomplished with a call to analogWrite(led, 
brightness) which causes the LED to be of a brightness level dictated by the brightness 
variable.

The brightness variable is incremented by adding the fadeAmount to it each time around in 
the loop.  This is accomplished with
brightness = brightness + fadeAmount;

A more efficient method would be

brightness += fadeAmount;

because it takes fewer instructions in the final machine code.  The next section of code 
contains a potential error which can be problematic:

if (brightness == 0 || brightness == 255) 
{

fadeAmount = -fadeAmount ; 
}     

If the brightness variable reaches 0 or 255, the direction is changed by changing the sign of 
fadeAmout.  More efficient than the above might be

fadeAmount *= -1;

although it might be found that the method used is just as efficient, and it's more self-
explanatory.  But the decision that results in the reversal can be much more of a problem.  In 
the above sketch, fadeAmount is initialized to 5.  That means brightness will start at 0 then go
to 5, etc. until it reaches 255, at which time the reversal takes place.

Problem is, fadeAmount can be initialized only to 1 or 5 or brightness will skip over 255 or 
go below 0 in the other direction.   Consider what would happen if fadeAmount were set to 
25.  brightness would then be
0, 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, 200, 225, 250, 275
It never touches 255; it skips over it.
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The solution is to change the decision slightly:

if (brightness <= 0 || brightness >= 255) 
fadeAmount *= -1;    

This says to reverse directions if brightness has become less than or equal to 0, OR has 
increased to a value greater than or equal to 255.  Note that no curly braces are needed if 
there is only one command after the decision.  Now it makes no difference what fadeAmount 
is set to.  Also note the double bar (||) for the OR query.  As noted in the Boolean Logic 
Section, the setting OR is a single bar.  Double symbols are used for queries (&&, ||, ==).

Let's now take a look at a fading chase arrangement.  While we are at it, let's add more power 
to the display.  Recall that an LED typically needs 2 volts at 20ma.  Two LEDs in series 
would need 4 volts at 20ma.  The UNO can safely provide 20ma at 5 volts.

The size of the current limiting resistors would be the source voltage minus 4 volts divided by
20ma:

(5 - 4)/.02 = 1/.02 = 50 ohms

Two values are common, 47 and 51 ohms.  Either will work just fine.

Connect the LEDs to the UNO analog outputs and the opposite side of the 47 or 51 ohm 
resistors to ground on the UNO as follows.  Note that all 5 resistors must be used here since, 
unlike the other Chase where only one LED is on at at time,  all of these can be on at once:
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The variables and setup() are about the same as in chase6.  The only difference is the change 
in the pins used and the addition of a PWM value variable:

const int LEDs[] = {3,5,6,9,10};
int NumberOfLEDs = sizeof(LEDs) / sizeof(int);
int x,PWM_Val;

void setup()
{
    // make pins outputs and set low
    for(x=0; x<NumberOfLEDs; x++)
    {
      pinMode(LEDs[x], OUTPUT);
      digitalWrite(LEDs[x], LOW);
    }
  //Serial.begin(9600);
}
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We could run through the LEDs like this:

void loop()
{

  for(x = 0; x < NumberOfLEDs; x ++)
  {

    for(PWM_Val = 0; PWM_Val < 256; PWM_Val ++)
    {
      analogWrite(LEDs[x], PWM_Val); // led number, value
    }

  } // end for(x = 0; x < NumberOfLEDs; x ++)

} // end void loop()

But that doesn't work quite right.  Some pretty important constants can be put above loop() 
that can help make things work better:

const int DelayTime = 1, StepSize = 7, WaitDelay = 50;

Work on it and try to incorporate the above to make the program work more smoothly, fade 
the LEDs up in sequence then down.  Then take a look at MultiFadeUpDown.c (in Files 
folder or here if on line) to see what I did.

http://learn-c.com/MultiFadeUpDown.c
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Here's another challenge.  The basic anatomy of a for loop was covered earlier.  But the for 
loop can do much more.  It can contain multiple variables starting at different places and 
modified in different ways.

Consider the following two variable loop and see if you can figure out what it prints.  It's 
called MultipleForLoop.c, which can be found in the Files folder or here on line.

void setup()
{
  Serial.begin(9600);  //  set up serial
}

int x,w;

void loop()
{

for(x = 0, w = 8; x < 4; x++, w /= 2) //  w /= 2 means w = w/2
{

Serial.print(w);
Serial.print(" ");

}

Serial.println(" ");

delay(1000);
}
 

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/MultipleForLoop.c
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We will now take a look at a way to make an interesting display using a RGB (red, green, 
blue) LED which is actually three LEDs in a single package. It contains a red, green and blue 
LED. Almost 17,000,000 colors can be obtained from it by varying
the brightness of each of the primary colors it contains.  The one used here, along with how to
hook it up looks like this:

Notice that the cathodes of the three LEDs are common in the package and all come out on 
pin 2.  Connect pin 2 on the RGB to ground on the UNO.   You can get the RGB LEDs from 
Jameco Electronics here

Connect pin 3 on the RGB through a 150 ohm resistor to 9 on the UNO,
pin 4 through a 150 ohm resistor to ~10 on the UNO and pin 1 through a 150 ohm resistor to 
~11 on the UNO Now load BrightTest.c from the files folder or here if on line, then compile 
and run it. See it on the following page.

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/BrightTest.c
https://www.jameco.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10001&freeText=2228957&langId=-1&productId=2228957&storeId=10001&krypto=050g+cWukfcmD1Qp2o7SzNVoxBi9ZcmznDK9rQ4QLrkbdY6wyhjC12TpCkm9j0bIEk8n35lEd6UPCI2COHUlcWOHs2O+LVk7Pe6yETpeW8E=&ddkey=https:StoreCatalogDrillDownView
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// BrightTest

/*
BrightTest
Turns one color on 1 second, then next, etc.
*/

int Red_Pin_9 = 9;
int Green_Pin_10 = 10;
int Blue_Pin_11 = 11;

void setup()
{

pinMode(Red_Pin_9, OUTPUT);
pinMode(Green_Pin_10, OUTPUT);
pinMode(Blue_Pin_11, OUTPUT);

}

int RedOn = 255, GreenOn = 255, BlueOn = 255;
int RedOff = 0, GreenOff = 0, BlueOff = 0;

void loop()
{

SetLED(RedOn, GreenOff, BlueOff, 1000); // red on, green off, blue off 1 second
SetLED(RedOff, GreenOn, BlueOff, 1000); // red off, green on, blue off 1 second
SetLED(RedOff, GreenOff, BlueOn, 1000); // red off, green off, blue on 1 second
SetLED(RedOn, GreenOn, BlueOn, 3000); // all on 3 seconds

} // end void loop()

void SetLED(int RedValue, int GreenValue, int BlueValue, int DelayTime)
{

analogWrite(Red_Pin_9, RedValue);
analogWrite(Green_Pin_10, GreenValue);
analogWrite(Blue_Pin_11, BlueValue);
delay(DelayTime);

} // end void SetLED(..)

// end BrightTest
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BrightTest turns each LED on for 1 second, then all three on for 3 seconds.  Notice the 
brightness of each color. Note that, as in the blink program, the pin is made high to turn an 
LED on. Since these are PWM analog pins, 0 is full low and 255 is full high.  Everything 
between the two provides a brightness in proportion to the value:

Making the current limiting resistor of a color high turns that color on. You might note that 
some colors are not quite as bright as others.   You can fix that by trying different PWM 
values for the ON variables.  The text for ThreeSweep begins below.  The comments show 
how the various variables and sections work.  There are many ways to get all kinds of color 
variations.  The best way to learn how it works is to study the comments and play with it!

/*
  ThreeSweep (it's a good idea to put the name of your program at the top and bottom)
 Gradually fades on 3 LEDs on then fades them off in sequence
 Copyright 2013 Joe D. Reeder
 */

int Red_Pin = 11;
int Green_Pin = 10;
int Blue_Pin = 9;

void setup()
{
  pinMode(Red_Pin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(Green_Pin, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(Blue_Pin, OUTPUT);
}
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/*  
experiment with the following value integers by setting them to different values
an integer (int) is simply a variable that can be set to various positive and negative values
There are a few rules for variables and other labels in a C program:

1. Every variable name in C must start with a letter.
2. The rest of the name can consist of letters, numbers and underscore characters.
3. The use of a blank space in a label name is not permitted.  For example,  The label
     this is a name is not allowed, but this_is_a_name and ThisIsAName are OK.
     Don't worry, the compiler will let you know if it doesn't like a name.
     Note that setup() and loop() know nothing about variables declared after setup() and
     loop(). 
     The variables are said to be out of scope for setup() and/or loop().
*/

// experiment with these value numbers to see what happens
int RedValue = 0; // start red full off
int GreenValue = 200; // start green almost full on (full on is 255)
int BlueValue = 127; // start blue half on

// The step values determine how fast a color value will change (larger makes faster)
// Positive numbers cause the color values to increase
// Negative numbers cause the color values to decrease
// Experiment with the following step values to see what happens
int RedStep = 3;
int GreenStep = -5;
int BlueStep = 4;

//  changing the delay can cause some interesting effects – experiment
int DelayTime = 20;
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/*
    The following method allows dynamic control of changing the step
    direction and magnitude.  The variations help provide the interesting
    overlap of colors.  The result is not simple R,G,B but the mixture of
    the three to provide many more colors.  The number of possible colors
    is huge: 256*256*256 = 16,777,216.
*/
void loop()
{

            //  analogWrite will cause the  LED Pin to output a pulse wave.
            //  The larger the number, the longer the ON part of the wave.
            //  If, for example, the pulse is on 25% of the time, the LED will be at one fourth its
            //  full brightness. If it's on half the time, the LED will be at half its full brightness.
            //  A value of 255 is full on and a value of 0 is full off.

analogWrite(Red_Pin, RedValue); // write the values to the pins
           analogWrite(Green_Pin, GreenValue);

analogWrite(Blue_Pin, BlueValue);

           // The += below means add the value of right-hand variable to the variable on the left.
           // It adds the step value to the color value.  The color value is increased when the step
           // value is positive and decreased when it is negative.

RedValue += RedStep;
GreenValue += GreenStep;
BlueValue += BlueStep;

            // The *= -1 below means to multiply the step value by -1.
            //  It changes a positive value to a negative, and a negative value to a positive.

            // red
if (RedValue > 255) // over 255 so set to 254 & reverse step direction with *= -1
{

RedValue = 254;
RedStep *= -1;

}

else if(RedValue < 0) // less than 0 so set to 1 & reverse step direction with *= -1
{

RedValue = 1;
RedStep *= -1;

}
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// green
if(GreenValue > 255)  // over 255 so set to 254 & reverse step direction with *= -1
{

GreenValue = 254;
GreenStep *= -1;

}

else if(GreenValue < 0) // less than 0 so set to 1 & reverse step direction with *= -1
{

GreenValue = 1;
GreenStep *= -1;

}

// blue
if(BlueValue > 255)      // over 255 so set to 254 & reverse step direction with *= -1
{

BlueValue = 254;
BlueStep *= -1; 

}

else if(BlueValue < 0)   // less than 0 so set to 1 & reverse step direction with *= -1
{

BlueValue = 1;
BlueStep *= -1; 

}

  delay(DelayTime);

} // end void loop()

// end ThreeSweep
// (it's a good idea to put the name of your program at the top and bottom,
// especially at the end in case an editor drops part of your code)

At the end of all of the tests, there is a delay by the number of milliseconds
indicated by the DelayTime variable.  

On Line? – Download ThreeSweep here http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/ThreeSweep.c or 
get it out of the Files directory.

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/ThreeSweep.c
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We will now make a color changer.  Hook up three trimmer potentiometers (such as from 
Jameco here) on a breadboard this way:

Load ColorChanger from the Files folder or here if on line, and you will see something like 
the following.  The potentiometer provides an analog, rather than a digital signal.  Remember 
from the basic electronics section that with analog, the voltage moves gradually rather than 
switching on or off the way a digital signal does:

/*
ColorChanger
Read analog values from potentiometers and output to color channels
*/

int Red_PWM_Pin_9 = 9;
int Green_PWM_Pin_10 = 10;
int Blue_PWM_Pin_11 = 11;

void setup()
{

pinMode(Red_PWM_Pin_9, OUTPUT);
pinMode(Green_PWM_Pin_10, OUTPUT);
pinMode(Blue_PWM_Pin_11, OUTPUT);

}

int RedAnalog_Pin_A0 = A0; // read red analog from AD converter A0
int GreenAnalog_Pin_A1 = A1; // read green analog from AD converter A1
int BlueAnalog_Pin_A2 = A2; // read blue analog from AD converter A2

int RedAnalogValue = 0; // holds analog from AD A0
int GreenAnalogValue = 0; // holds analog from AD A1
int BlueAnalogValue = 0; // holds analog from AD A2

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/ColorChanger.c
https://www.jameco.com/z/25PR103-3362P-1-103VP-Potentiometer-1-4-Square-Cermet-1-2W-10Kohm_182837.html
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void loop()
{

// Read the analog value and map to the analog variable
// The analogRead() output will range from 0 to 1023
// Map that to 0 to 255 for PWM using the built-in map function

           // the syntax is: map(InputValue, InRange1, InRange2, OutRange1, OutRange2); 
           // Notice how analogRead(...) is embedded in map.  The results of analogRead
           // is used as the input value that will be mapped then assigned to the final analog
           // value. 

RedAnalogValue = map(analogRead(RedAnalog_Pin_A0), 0, 1023, 0, 255);
GreenAnalogValue = map(analogRead(GreenAnalog_Pin_A1), 0, 1023, 0, 255);
BlueAnalogValue = map(analogRead(BlueAnalog_Pin_A2), 0, 1023, 0, 255);

analogWrite(Red_PWM_Pin_9, RedAnalogValue);
analogWrite(Green_PWM_Pin_10, GreenAnalogValue);
analogWrite(Blue_PWM_Pin_11, BlueAnalogValue);

} // end void loop()

// end ColorChanger

This is actually a simplified version of ThreeSweep. It accepts analog input for the three colors using
analogRead(..) to read analog inputs A0, A1 and
A2. This reads analog values from the potentiometers.  Analog information moves smoothly from 
one voltage level to another, unlike digital signals which are either on or off.  Here, the potentiometer
lets you change the voltage smoothly from 0 to 5 volts.   The result will be a
number from 0 to 1023, representing 0 to 5 volts at the analog input. The program uses the map 
function to map the 0 to 1023 value to the 0 to 255 values the PWM analog channels can use. The 
resulting value is sent to the respective PWM output

Plug the trimmers into the breadboard then use breadboard jumper wires to connect all clockwise 
terminals to +5 volts and all counterclockwise terminals to ground. Connect the wipers to A0 for the 
red control, A1 for green and A2 for blue. Compile ColorChanger. You should be able to change the 
intensity of each color by turning the shafts. A color should be off at with the control fully 
counterclockwise, and full on with it fully clockwise.  Together, the three controls can produce 
millions of colors.

A challenge:  Use the potentiometers to modify the step sizes for each color in ThreeSweep. 
Remember to keep the polarities and map to something like 1 to 10. Experiment (play).
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Just about everybody played with magnets in grade school. From that
experience it was discovered that opposite poles of magnets attract and like
poles repel. We were told later that an electromagnet could be formed by
running electrical current through a wire wrapped around a piece of iron. By
using a direct current, such as that from a battery or a DC power supply powered 
from the wall socket, the piece of iron will have fixed North and South poles just 
like a permanent magnet. It will be attracted to and repelled from a permanent 
magnet in the same manner as another permanent magnet. A motor can be 
constructed using that knowledge.

I will cover only the basic ideas of motor operation here. Notice what will
happen when an electromagnet is placed inside a permanent magnet (wrap
the fingers of your left hand around the electromagnet in the direction of the
current and your thumb will point to North). The electromagnet is mounted
on an imaginary shaft to allow it to rotate:
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The opposite poles will attract, and the like poles will repel, so the
electromagnet will rotate:

Now turn off the power long enough to let the electromagnet coast a little,
then turn it back on, but with the polarity reversed. The whole process starts
over:

The rotating electromagnet is called the armature. The switch used to reverse
polarity is formed by brushes which connect to the coil by sliding over
curved pieces of metal. Together the curved pieces of metal are called the
commutator. They are bonded to an insulator on the shaft going through the
armature.
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In addition to producing mechanical movement, magnetism can also produce
voltage. If a wire moves at right angles through a magnetic field or a
magnetic field moves across a wire, a voltage will be produced in the wire.
The magnitude of the voltage depends on the velocity of the wire or field,
among other things. A magnet is formed when voltage is applied to the motor.
A magnetic field exists around the armature just as it would around a
permanent magnet. When the voltage is turned off, the magnetic field rapidly
collapses. Since the field collapses in the opposite direction from which it
was initiated, the voltage is reversed. It can be quite high compared to the
powering voltage; enough to damage components connected to it, so protection must be 
included.

Back to Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) a little, since it's so important in, for example, the 
control of motors for robotics. Let's go back to childhood for a little while. Did you ever turn 
a bicycle upside-down and spin its wheels with your hand?

The more slaps per unit of time, the faster it turns. Also, the longer the hand
is in contact with the tire, the faster it turns. This is how Pulse Width
Modulation works. Pulsing the motor with the full voltage and current
produces the same magnetic force in the armature, but for a shorter time.
Thus, the force provided by the motor is about the same. Hit the tire or pulse
the motor only half the time however, and the average voltage is cut in half.
The motor will turn at about half its full-voltage speed but still supply about the same
force:
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The motor will run at half its normal speed, providing the pulses are fast
enough to take advantage of the motor's moving inertia. If you try to slow the
shaft down with your fingers however, you will find that the motor has about
the same rotational force (torque) as it does at full speed.

Here's another one. If we use a transistor to provide the increased current needed 
for a motor, and it's on for 30% of a cycle, the duty cycle is
30% and the motor will run at about 30% of its full speed:

The little UNO works fine with LEDs, but it is not capable of running a
motor. The UNO can supply a maximum of 40ma at its outputs. Since the
LED needs only about 20ma, that's not a problem. But since a motor can
require a thousand times that much or more, we need a little help.
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A MOSFET (Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor) will
provide the extra power for us in this experiment. The MOSFET comes in
many types and configurations. We will be using an Enhancement mode N-
Channel device here. A schematic representation and a picture showing the
pin designations is below. The case, a T0-220 package, is illustrated. The Drain is 
also connected to the metal tab, making it necessary to insulate the MOSFET 
when using a heatsink, a metal device used to dissipate heat from the transistor:

An enhancement mode N channel MOSFET is turned on by making the gate 
more positive than the source. What is enhanced is the conductivity between 
source and drain. The unit of conductivity is the mho, which is simply ohm 
spelled backwards. The IRFZ48N used here will turn on if the gate is about 2 
volts more positive than the source. The gate is not physically connected to the 
rest of the device, but a lot like a capacitor (page 14). It influences the device by 
the fact that it is on one side of a very thin insulator, and works by means of the 
imposed field effect. In fact, the insulator is so thin that it can be ruptured by 
static voltages as weak as that from a piece of plastic. Great care should be 
taken when working with a MOSFET. The leads are sometimes shorted with a 
piece of wire or conductive foam when shipped. The shorting material should not 
be removed until the last moment when installing the device. Also, make sure you
are grounded or have at least touched ground before touching a MOSFET.
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The formula for power is P = IV, with P expressed in watts. The resistance from Source to 
Drain of the IRFZ48N, as an example, is very high when it is off, but less than one ohm with 
a gate to source voltage of 4 volts. Recall from How To Read A Schematic that V = I * R. 
That means we can replace the V in the power equation above with I * R since the two are 
equal. Thus, P = I * I * R.

Let's say the motor needs 1 amp. So we get:
P = 1 amp * 1 amp * 1 ohm = 1 watt, which is very little power.

PWM from the UNO can be used to control a motor:

ColorChanger was used as a base to build software for the UNO that will permit changing the
motor speed with a potentiometer. Wire a motor as shown above, with the gate connected to 
9, then load BasicMotorControl here or get it from the files folder and run it to see what 
happens.  It's a good practice to study the specifications for the transistor and not let the 
power (see above) go beyond about 1/4th of the transistor's capability without a heat sink:

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/BasicMotorControl.c
http://www.jameco.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/Product_10001_10001_669986_-1
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Notice the following in the program:

for(; MotorAnalogValue > 100; MotorAnalogValue..)
{

analogWrite(Motor_PWM_Pin_9, MotorAnalogValue);
delay(10);

}

This is the second for loop in the program. Notice that there is no
initialization of MotorAnalogValue in the second for loop. It's not needed since it was 
declared in the first for loop.

But the motor will go in only one direction.  We need to be able to reverse it in most 
cases.  So let's try another arrangement.  We will add a relay to give us a reverse.  There
are other, slightly more expensive ways to do it, but this works just fine for something 
you only reverse once in a while, such as in the normal operation of a car, and it only 
adds a little over $2.00.  We will use something call an h-bridge latter.  Here's what the 
relay diagram looks like when viewed from the top.  It fits in the same space as a 16 
pin integrated circuit.  Pins not needed are left off of the relay, which makes it a little 
easier to solder:

Pins 1 and 16 connect to the coil. There is a diode inside so the pins are polarized.  Pins
4 and 13, called COM by the manufacturer, are the poles, like the hall lighting problem 
in Chapter 1, except that this has two poles rather than one.  They will be connected to 
the motor.  The poles are pulled down by the electromagnet created by the coil, but are 
electrically isolated from it.  N.C. means normally closed.  A pole connects to the N.C. 
throw when the coil is not energized.  N.O. means normally open.  Normally open 
throws connect to their respective poles when the coil is energized.  The relay is shown 
in the drawing with the coil not energized,  so the poles are shown to be connected to 
their N.C. throws.
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The schematic for the circuit is shown below:

Both poles (COM) are connected to their respective Normally Closed (N.C.) 
throws when the relay coil is off.  This means that the top N.C. throw (pin 11) is 
connected to the positive side of the battery and the bottom N.C. throw (6)  is 
connected to the Drain of the MOSFET.  Trace the circuit and you will see that 
this means that the top of the motor is connected to the + side of the battery and 
the bottom is connected to the Drain of the MOSFET.  If the circuit were driving 
the motor of a vehicle, this would be the forward condition.  PWM at the UNO 9 
connector connected to the Gate would change the forward speed. UNO 12 is 
high for forward.  That means there is 5 volts at both ends of the coil so there is a 
0 voltage drop across it, and the relay is off.

If UNO 12 is made low however, there is now 5 volts across the coil and the relay
is turned on.  Now the poles are connected to their N.O. throws, so the bottom of 
the motor is connected to the positive side of the battery, and the top of the motor 
is connected to the Drain of the MOSFET, thus reversing the motor.
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And here is how it hooks up on the breadboard.  Use a battery pack suitable for your motor.  
Try it with MotorControlWithRelay.c which you can get in the Files folder or here if on line:

Notes

Copyright © 2000 - 2021, Joe D. Reeder. All Rights Reserved
joe.yt1944acct@gmail.com

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/MotorControlWithRelay.c
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A Servo is a motor that can be made to move to virtually any position.  It is very useful in, for
example, robotics.  The gripper and arm shown below are controlled with servos:

The one we will use here is called a Micro Servo, which you can get from Jameco here.  It is 
known as a hobby servo, and is simple to use compared to professional servos:

It uses only three wires as show in its datasheet:

The center, Red wire is power, usually 5 Volts.  The Brown wire is ground.  The Orange wire 
is for PWM (see page 79).  Using jumper wires (get here), connect the red wire to 5V, the 
brown wire to ground and the orange wire to the 9 PWM output:

Note: Use the 6 volt battery to power more than one servo.  The regulator on the UNO can't 
supply enough current.  Red would be moved to the + side of the battery or supply rather than
to the UNO.  The – side of the battery or power supply would go to one of UNO's GND 
terminals, in addition to the brown wire.  Orange stays on 9.

https://www.allelectronics.com/item/jm7-30/7-jumper-wires-m/m-30-pack/1.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/WJW-70B-5-70-Piece-Jumper-Wire-Kit-22AWG-14-Lengths-10-Colors_2127718.html
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Rather than control the speed of the motor with Pulse Width Modulation  (see Programming 
Part 5),  the PWM wave controls the position of the Servo.  From the datasheet:

Notice that the period of the pulsed wave is 20ms.  It is the duty cycle that determines the 
position of the motor shaft.  With a 1.5 ms pulse, the servo motor will be at the natural 90 
degree position. With a 1 ms pulse, the servo will be at the 0 degree position, and with a 2 ms 
pulse, the servo will be at 180 degrees. You can obtain the full range of motion by updating 
the servo with an value in between.

If we consider microseconds rather than ms, we get the following from the City University Of
Hong Cong, showing the business end of a servo: 

Since there are 1000 microseconds between 0 and 180 degrees, a change of about 5.6 
microseconds will give a change of 1 degree.  The PWM that we used earlier to change the 
brightness of LEDs or the speed of a common DC motor uses a higher frequency than 50hz.  
Fortunately, Barragan Studio and Scott Fitzgerald have fixed it for us.  An example can be 
seen in the ServoSweep program they wrote that you can load from the Files folder or 
download here http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/ServoSweep.c.  It is shown on the next page.

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/ServoSweep.c
http://sweb.cityu.edu.hk/sm2240/2009/05/week05.html
http://sweb.cityu.edu.hk/sm2240/2009/05/week05.html
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/* ServoSweep
 by BARRAGAN <http://barraganstudio.com>
 This example code is in the public domain.

 modified 8 Nov 2013
 by Scott Fitzgerald
 http://www.arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/Sweep
*/

#include <Servo.h> // header file containing definitions

Servo myservo;  // create servo object to control a servo
       // twelve servo objects can be created on most boards

int pos = 0;    // variable to store the servo position

void setup()
{
  myservo.attach(9);  // attaches the servo on pin 9 to the servo object
}

void loop()
{
   for (pos = 0; pos <= 180; pos += 1)
   { // goes from 0 degrees to 180 degrees
      // in steps of 1 degree
      myservo.write(pos);              // tell servo to go to position in variable 'pos'
      delay(15);                       // waits 15ms for the servo to reach the position
    }

    for (pos = 180; pos >= 0; pos -= 1)
    { // goes from 180 degrees to 0 degrees
        myservo.write(pos);              // tell servo to go to position in variable 'pos'
        delay(15);                       // waits 15ms for the servo to reach the position
    }
}

#include means to include the test from a file at this point in the program.  Here, the text from
Servo.h is effectively placed at the top of the program (sketch).  You can see what it has in it 
by poking around in your Arduino folder inside Program Files.  Among other things, you will 
find a Class called Servo.  A class is a group of variables, constants, routines, etc.  that looks 
like an object the same as int does, for example.  So  myservo becomes an object just like 
Servo, inheriting everything Servo has except some private stuff. You will see more about 
classes in chapter 11.
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There are several routines you can call in Servo.  Note that there is what's called a dot 
reference using the instance declared.  Since the instance declared here is myservo, a dot is 
put after it before the call to a function, myservo.attach(9), for example:

myservo.attach() – attach to a pin plus other parameters that might be used

myservo.write() – insert an angle number or variable to tell the servo the angle to move to or, 
for a continuous rotation servo, goes forward full speed if you enter a 0, reverse full speed if 
sent 180, and stop if sent 90.

myservo.writeMicroseconds() – another way to tell the servo where to go: 1000 is fully 
counter-clockwise, 2000 is fully clockwise, and 1500 is in the middle.

myservo.Read() – get the last position given the servo.

myservo.Attached() – returns true if attached, false if not

myservo.detach() – detach from the pin.  It can now be used for normal PWM.

The first thing that's usually done is to attach your instance of Servo to a pin.  In 
ServoSweep's setup(), myservo attaches to pin 9 with the call to attach(int): 
myservo.attach(9).  You can do more with attach, but usually there's just a command to use a 
certain pin.  Pin 9 is now the PWM pin that will be used to control the servo.  That's why the 
orange wire was connected to 9.  Inside loop(),  we see a for() loop.  The myservo class will 
translate 0 to 180 to the proper duty cycle to cause the servo to move from 0 to 180 degrees 
inside the myservo.write() function.

60 minutes re boston robotics: https://www.cbsnews.com/video/boston-dynamics-robots-
humans-animals-60-minutes-2021-03-28/#x

man helped to walk with robotics: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AYVZped_Qh4

https://www.cbsnews.com/video/boston-dynamics-robots-humans-animals-60-minutes-2021-03-28/#x
https://www.cbsnews.com/video/boston-dynamics-robots-humans-animals-60-minutes-2021-03-28/#x
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Notes
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So the servo can move stuff for us, such as a little robotic car or move a robotic arm.  We can 
do that, and we can control the speed of a motor with PWM or turn lights on and off.  But we 
need to know how far away we are from an object in order to avoid it by changing the speed 
and/or direction of a vehicle.  Measuring distance can be done with ultrasonic distance 
transducers, some of which look like the following.  The chart shows how several types are 
connected to an UNO.  The view of each is from the back:

Type 1 2 3 4 5
PING))) IO Signal to UNO 7 5V to UNO 5V GND to UNO GND

SRO5 5V to UNO 5V Echo to UNO 7 Trigger to UNO 8 OUT (not used) GND to UNO GND

SRO4 GND to UNO GND Echo to UNO 7 Trigger to UNO 8 5V to UNO 5V

Radio Shack GND to UNO GND 5V to UNO 5V IO Signal to UNO 7

In the case of the three pin transducers, the IO Signal pins go to UNO 7.  In the case of the 
four and five pin transducers, UNO 7 connects to Echo.  UNO 7 is shown in yellow/orange 
above.  The 5V pins on the transducers are often shown as Vcc, and they connect to 5V on the
UNO (red).  GND on the units connects to GND on the UNO (black).  Triggers for the four 
and five pin transducers are shown in green.
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Use the Ping sketch from Arduino for the 3 pin units, and the Velleman Ultrasonic sketch for 
the 4 and 5 pin units.  The first uses pin 7 on the UNO for both input and output.  The second 
uses pin 8 as a trigger and pin 7 for Echo.  A start pulse is sent to the unit, then a variable is 
loaded with the length of time in microseconds that it took the ultrasonic wave to make the 
round trip with a call to pulseIn().

Sound travels at about 344.424 meters per second. That's 34442.4 centimeters per second. So 
it takes sound 1/34424.4 second to travel a centimeter, which is about 29.049 microseconds 
per centimeter.  Since the transducers give us round trip time, we have to divide round trip 
microseconds by about 58.1 to get the actual distance in centimeters. 

The code below does it this way:

cm = Microseconds / 58.1;

The following is part of the software from Virtualmix that allows us to use a Distance Sensor.
It uses a sensor with separate trigger and echo pins, and calculates both inches and 
centimeters.  The division they use for  centimeters is Microseconds / 29 / 2 which is close to 
the above, and inches is Microseconds / 74 / 2:

const int echoPin 7; // Echo Pin
const int trigPin 8; // Trigger Pin
const int LEDPin 13; // Onboard LED

int maximumRange = 200; // Maximum range
int minimumRange = 0; // Minimum range
long Microseconds, cm, inch; // Microseconds used to calculate distance

void setup()
{
    Serial.begin (9600);
    pinMode(trigPin, OUTPUT);
    pinMode(echoPin, INPUT);
    pinMode(LEDPin, OUTPUT); // Use LED indicator if required
}

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/Vellman%20Ultrasonic.c
http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/Ping.c
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void loop()
{
    digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW);
    delayMicroseconds(2);

    digitalWrite(trigPin, HIGH);
    delayMicroseconds(10);

    digitalWrite(trigPin, LOW);

     /*
        From Arduino: "[pulseIn ] Reads a pulse (either HIGH or LOW) on a pin. For example, if value is 
        HIGH, pulseIn() waits for the pin to go HIGH, starts timing, then waits for the pin to go LOW and
        stops timing. Returns the length of the pulse in microseconds or 0 if no complete pulse was received
        within the timeout.”
     */
    Microseconds = pulseIn(echoPin, HIGH);

    //Calculate the distance in cm & inch based on the speed of sound.
    cm = Microseconds / 29 / 2;
    inch = Microseconds / 74 / 2;

 if (distance >= maximumRange || distance <= minimumRange)
 {
    /* Send a negative number to computer and Turn LED ON
    to indicate "out of range" */

    Serial.println("-1");
    digitalWrite(LEDPin, HIGH);
 }

 else
 {
    /* Send the distance to the computer using Serial protocol, and
    turn LED OFF to indicate successful reading. */

    Serial.print(Microseconds);
    Serial.print(" us = ");
    Serial.print(cm);
    Serial.print(" cm = ");
    Serial.print(inch);
    Serial.println(distance);
    digitalWrite(LEDPin, LOW);
 }

    //Delay 50ms before next reading.
    Delay(50);

}  // end void loop()
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Hook up a sensor on a breadboard if you like, then load Ultrasonic_Distance.c from the files folder 
or online here, compile it, then go to Tools and select the Serial Monitor.  Ultrasonic_Distance uses 
the sensors with a separate trigger and echo line.

But we really need to experiment with finding ways to tell a robotic platform which direction to 
move.  We can use two distance transducers to determine the direction to turn, then use a servo to 
turn the vehicle. 

The DualUltrasonic sketch, which you can get in the Files folder or download here online, uses four 
of the UNO's connectors to trigger the transducers and receive the round trip time for each in 
microseconds which can be viewed using the Serial Monitor.

The trigger and input connections are constants declared as follows:

const int LeftTriggerPin = 2;    // Left Trigger
const int LeftEchoPin = 4; // Left Echo

const int RightTriggerPin = A4; // Right Trigger
const int RightEchoPin = A5;    // Right Echo

The following shows how to connect the sensors to the UNO.  The front of a sensor looks like the 
one in the green box below.  A back view of the sensors is shown in the layout.  The sensors are 
shown facing down to show the connections on the back (Out is not used).  The sensors actually 
stand up with the transmitters and receivers on the front of the sensors facing away from the 
breadboard:

The setup() routine sets the triggers up as outputs and the echos as inputs, along with setting up the 
serial communication.

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/DualUltrasonic.c
http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/Ultrasonic_Dstance.c
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The left and right distances are found inside loop().  The process for the left side is shown 
below.  The right side uses the same procedures but with its variables:

 digitalWrite(LeftTriggerPin, LOW);
 delayMicroseconds(2);

 digitalWrite(LeftTriggerPin, HIGH);
 delayMicroseconds(10);

 digitalWrite(LeftTriggerPin, LOW);

 LeftRoundTripMicro = pulseIn(LeftEchoPin, HIGH);

Using digitalWrite and delayMicroseconds, trigger is taken low for 2 microseconds, then high
for 10 microseconds, then low again.

Notice the HIGH in the call to pulseIn().  This means it waits for the pin to go HIGH, starts 
timing, then waits for the pin to go LOW, stops timing and returns the interval time.  The  
pulseIn(...) function returns the round trip time in microseconds, then that value is divided by 
58.1 to get the number of centimeters to the object.  The sensor can measure a maximum of 
450cm, so a measurement is considered in error if greater than 400cm.

The same process is used for the right side, then the values of both sides are printed to the 
Serial Monitor.   Go to Tools and select the Serial Monitor to see what happens.  Move 
objects toward and away from the sensors to see the numbers change.  The following is a 
sample of what I got moving the UNO and breadboard around on my kitchen table:

Left Microsec = 611 Left cent = 10 | Right Microsec = 1012 Right cent = 17
Left Microsec = 665 Left cent = 11 | Right Microsec = 1018 Right cent = 17
Left Microsec = 705 Left cent = 12 | Right Microsec = 974 Right cent = 16
Left Microsec = 1443 Left cent = 24 | Right Microsec = 981 Right cent = 16
Left Microsec = 784 Left cent = 13 | Right Microsec = 904 Right cent = 15
Left Microsec = 807 Left cent = 13 | Right Microsec = 873 Right cent = 15
Left Microsec = 829 Left cent = 14 | Right Microsec = 847 Right cent = 14
Left Microsec = 1225 Left cent = 21 | Right Microsec = 816 Right cent = 14
Left Microsec = 1184 Left cent = 20 | Right Microsec = 713 Right cent = 12
Left Microsec = 1165 Left cent = 20 | Right Microsec = 705 Right cent = 12
Left Microsec = 944 Left cent = 16 | Right Microsec = 688 Right cent = 11
Left Microsec = 925 Left cent = 15 | Right Microsec = 648 Right cent = 11
Left Microsec = 1004 Left cent = 17 | Right Microsec = 630 Right cent = 10
Left Microsec = 1059 Left cent = 18 | Right Microsec = 454 Right cent = 7
Left Microsec = 1628 Left cent = 28 | Right Microsec = 405 Right cent = 6
Left Microsec = 1777 Left cent = 30 | Right Microsec = 412 Right cent = 7

There is a 10 second delay each time a sample counter reaches 100.  To capture information, 
click into the Serial Monitor window during the delay, then click Ctrl AC to copy, then paste 
the data into a text document to study.
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We really don't need to worry about the actual distance in centimeters.  We just need the 
relative distance for each side, which we can have from the round trip microsecond values.  
We can then get an idea of what to do by calculating the difference.  To check things out, I 
wrote a little program in Visual C# Express (which you can download free from Microsoft, 
although it takes a long time, so be ready to go eat lunch while you wait).  Here's what I got:

Left = 611 Right = 1012 difference = -401 Move Right
Left = 665 Right = 1018 difference = -353 Move Right
Left = 705 Right = 974 difference = -269 Move Right
Left = 1443 Right = 981 difference = 462 Move Left
Left = 784 Right = 904 difference = -120 Move Right
Left = 807 Right = 873 difference = -66 Move Right
Left = 829 Right = 847 difference = -18 Move Right
Left = 1225 Right = 816 difference = 409 Move Left
Left = 1184 Right = 713 difference = 471 Move Left
Left = 1165 Right = 705 difference = 460 Move Left
Left = 944 Right = 688 difference = 256 Move Left
Left = 925 Right = 648 difference = 277 Move Left
Left = 1004 Right = 630 difference = 374 Move Left
Left = 1059 Right = 454 difference = 605 Move Left
Left = 1628 Right = 405 difference = 1223 Move Left
Left = 1777 Right = 412 difference = 1365 Move Left

So, the way I did it, we need to move right if left-right is negative or left if it's positive.  In 
other words, the goal is to get a zero difference, meaning the left and right distances are the 
same and we are riding down the middle.

We need an angle to use a servo, so we might map what's possible to get a steering angle.  
The specifications for the sensors tell us that they can measure a maximum of 450cm. Maybe 
something like the following will work.  We are assuming that the difference can range 
between -2000 and 2000:

Angle = map(difference,  -2000,  2000,  0,  180);
Angle = constrain(Angle, 0, 180);

The two functions can be combined if you like:
Angle = constrain(map(difference,  -2000,  2000,  0,  180), 0, 180);

The maximum distance for the sensor is 450cm, which works out to 26145 microseconds 
round trip.  To cover the maximum, therefore, Angle should probably be calculated as 
follows:

Angle = constrain(map(difference,  -26145,  26145,  0,  180), 0, 180);
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Let's say we are trying to center a robotic platform in a hall.  What we want to do is to cause a
servo to move the platform away from one wall and move it toward the other wall.  The 
following depiction of a servo actuator is derived from the City University Of Hong Cong 
drawing above.  It shows the top, business end of a servo:

It's best to use maximums and minimums that correspond to the application.  I teach a class 
using this material at my church.  The initial goal will be to cause a robotic platform to move 
down the center of a 246cm hall.  That's about a 14268 microsecond round trip.  So some 
limits are declared above setup() as follows:

long LoLimit = -14268, HiLimit = 14268;

The angle calculation is then the following:

Angle = constrain(map(difference, LoLimit, HiLimit, 0, 180), 0, 180);

The limits can be changed to match the application.  A basic steering mechanism 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steering) is shown below.  The geometry of the steering 
mechanism needs to be kept in mind, since the angle of the servo could get translated by it.  
For example it might work better to face the servo down, which would be more efficient in 
terms of making it fit as well as to cause the wheels to turn in a direction corresponding to the
command sent to the servo.

Consider the following arrangement.  It is assumed that there is some sort of slip or flexible 
connection between the servo actuator and the tie rod connecting the wheels.  The view of the
servo is now from the back, so 45 degrees is clockwise rather than counterclockwise, and the 
wheels move in the opposite direction, turning 45 degrees to the left:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steering
http://sweb.cityu.edu.hk/sm2240/2009/05/week05.html
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Another possibility from HOW TO BUILD A BEAGLEBONE ROBOT

Yet another platform will be used in the final chapter.

https://www.logicsupply.com/explore/io-hub/tutorial-building-beaglebone-robot/
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Notes
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Chapter 11 – Converting a Car Platform into an Autonomous Car

Updated April 23, 2021

You are about to build an autonomous (no remote control!) 4-wheel, 4-motor 
computer-controlled car – from scratch!  It will include distance detectors on the 
front and back that are capable of scanning the horizon for obstacles, with the 
computer responding to make needed corrections.  Using a motor controller, the 
computer will then control the wheel motors, along with referencing the distance 
sensors to assure the proper changes have been made.  That's making it a little 
simplified, but remember Occam's razor by friar William of Ockham, which is 
sometimes inaccurately paraphrased as "the simplest explanation is usually the 
best one."  Inaccurate or not, it's a good idea.  As I tell kids, don't give up; the 
ideas will come.

The following is an EMOZNY 4 Wheel 2 Layer Robot Smart Car Chassis Kit from 
Amazon.  The two cars I bought the students in my class had tan paper stuck to 
the surfaces (the color might be different on yours).  Leaving it on should help 
protect the panels.  You can also hot glue the Popsicle sticks found in the parts list
to the weaker areas.  Just avoid covering holes that you might need.  Click on the 
following image to go to the website with more images:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Occam's_razor
https://www.amazon.com/wheel-layer-Chassis-Encoder-Arduino/dp/B06VTP8XBQ/ref=asc_df_B06VTP8XBQ/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=312134123917&hvpos=1o5&hvnetw=g&hvrand=11017649449130249890&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9028548&hvtargid=pla-569278336219&psc=1
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The following shows the basic layout of the completed car.  Consider it a system 
consisting of several subsystems.  Notice that the UNO is set at an angle to 
provide access to the USB connector:
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One of the images in the Amazon link shows the bottom section with the motors 
mounted (be sure to include the slotted wheels).  At that stage of construction, test
the motors using a battery pack to determine which side of the motor connections 
turns the motor in the direction that you decide will be forward.  Solder a 7 inch 
red wire to the positive side and a 7 inch black wire to the negative side.  Use a 
marker to show forward on the top of each motor:

To improve the stability of the motors, put a little hot glue along the base of the 
motors between them and the bottom platform section.  Do not apply so much 
glue that it can rub on a wheel.  Peal away the paper under the motors if you have 
left it on elsewhere.  The motors should be glued directly to the plastic surfaces:
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Use parts from the hardware kit to bolt an interrupter used to sense pulses on the 
bottom layer under the rear slotted wheels.  The front of the car should be pointed
toward you.  You will hopefully see an E for emitter (an infrared LED) on one 
side of an interrupter and an S or D for sensor/detector (a light-sensitive 
transistor) on the other.  Install the E side to your left after noting which side is 
which before you turn it over.  The transistor is turned on when light from the 
LED shines through a slot in the slotted wheel.

Connect a red female jumper to pin 1, a yellow one to 3, and black ones to 2 and 
4 of each interrupter.  Cut a 1” length of shrink for each connection, slide them 
over the connections, then heat them with your soldering iron to shrink them.  
Plug male jumper wires into the female jumpers.  Bend the wires over and mark 
the red wire sides with E and yellow with S on the bottom of the platform so you 
will know what goes where later.  Tie a little knot in the red and yellow wires for 
the left interrupter to keep track of the sides.  The wires will be threaded through 
the top layer of the car later:
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Mount the Motor Controller,  the Breadboard and the UNO to the top layer with 
the UNO at an angle as noted above.  The Breadboard has a self-stick 
arrangement on the back.  The other two can be mounted using the hardware kit.  
The mounting of the Servos will be covered below.

The top layer can now be attached to the bottom layer as per the instructions 
included with the kit.  Thread the interrupter wires through the top layer as noted 
in the interrupter wiring instructions above.  Next, we will tie the motors and 
sections on the top of the platform together.  We will start with the 
Servo/Protoboard/Distance Transducer sections.  The protoboard comes two in a 
package.  Break the two halves apart to get two of these. The top is shown: 

Now use the nibbler to cut it in half.  The other half will be used for the other end 
of the car.  Follow the same steps for the second assembly:

Then plug the 14-pin IC socket into the top (painted side) of the board.  Notice 
that the notch is to the left.  Drill 1.5mm (1/16”) holes (if needed) where the black
circles are.  They will be used to mount the servo to the protoboard.  Line the 
holes up with the two-lobe actuator that comes with the servo:
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Turn the board over and solder the pins following the soldering instructions on 
page 35.  Be careful not to short pins next to each other in a row.  The copper 
plating on the back of the board will cause the pins across a row to connect:

Plug a distance transducer into the socket as show.  It is shown with the 
transducer and socket laid out so the pin positions can be seen:

This is a picture of the finished assembly.  Wiring, etc. will be covered shortly:

And this is a side view:
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The main purpose here is to show the method of protecting the distance transducer 
connections against vibration.  Do so by using tie wraps as shown to hold the 
transducers in their sockets.  Make sure the transducer's elements are at 90 degrees with
the base.  I used a business card on the base and bent the transducer back and forth to 
make sure.  Be careful!  Do not solder the transducer directly to the board.  They are a 
huge hassle to replace if they go bad (Murphey says one will go bad if you solder them 
in). The wiring will be covered momentarily.

Attach a two-lobe actuator to the shaft of each servo, oriented as follows.  Leave 
screws off until after the test that follows:

Attach the servos to the front and back of the top layer using parts from the hardware 
kit (don't attach the top layer to the bottom layer yet).  The top layer is shown with the 
paper still on it as noted earlier.  It would be a good idea to use a lock washer to help 
keep it stable.  Mount the servo with one or more tie wrap if it's on the end where the 
battery pack will be located (I put the pack on the front).f   Note that the wire side of 
both servos point away from the base.  The sides should be parallel with the sides of 
the platform:
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Connect one of the servos as follows using jumpers.  Connect only one at a time 
for now, since the UNO is not capable of powering both reliably.  
Accommodating both will be covered later:

Now load and compile the following sketch (download here).  The servo being 
tested will end up at 90 degrees.  Adjust the two-lobe actuator so it is oriented as 
show in the illustrations on the previous page by pulling it off of the shaft, turning
it to fit, then pressing it back on as close as possible.  You might be able to move 
the servo a little to get it closer.  Now replace the connections to the back servo 
and check it.

// AlignServo
 
#include <Servo.h>

Servo FrontServo;  // create servo object from servo class to align servos

void setup()
{
  FrontServo.attach(9);
  FrontServo.write(0);
  delay(360); // about 2ms per degree to settle so go max
  FrontServo.write(180);
  delay(360);
  FrontServo.write(90);
  delay(360);
}

void loop()
{
}
 // end AlignServo

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/AlignServo.c
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Now attach the distance transducer / protoboard assemblies to the servos.  Use the
screws supplied with the servos to attach to the center holes.  There is should be 
enough supplied to also attach to the end holes.  If so, use the smaller one for the 
center hole.    If not, use screws from the hardware kit:
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The next step is to connect the motors to the motor controller.  Be sure to watch 
polarities or a motor might run the wrong way!  The DFRobot controller is shown.

The controller is an h-bridge.  It's basic function can be understood by looking at 
the following simplified diagram:

If switches A and D are on, the motor will go forward.  If B and C are on, the 
motor will run in reverse.  The switches can be manual, relays or electronic.  
Logic can be added to prevent shorts between V+ and ground or to short the 
motor terminals out which will cause a braking action.
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The system and its subsystems need power.  We need a switch to control power,  
so mount one in a 1/4” hole drilled through one of the slots on a corner of the top 
base on the back opposite the UNO end as shown below.  Orient ON toward the 
front of the car, and OFF toward the back.  Leaving the paper covering on helps 
keep the fragile material from breaking:

The following is a schematic / pictorial of the power distribution for the car:
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The 6 AA battery pack will be placed in the back between the top and bottom layers 
with the terminals toward the switch.

Solder the positive, red wire from the battery pack connector to one of the switch 
terminals.  Strip some of the insulation off of the wire first if need be, so that the wire 
can be pushed through the hole and wrapped a little in order to make a good 
mechanical connection.  I have found that the easiest way to strip a wire is to hold the 
wire with needle nose pliers, then close the stripper on it at the proper length, then roll 
the stripper to strip the wire.

Following the general ideas from page 35, heat the terminal and wire  then feed solder 
to the connection so that it flows into the joint.  Hold the iron on the connection – don't 
dab!  Make sure the solder is shiny (not cold).

Measure then cut some of the red hookup wire a little longer than needed to reach from 
the other side of the switch to the VD terminal of the motor controller, then solder one 
end of the wire to the switch after stripping both ends.

The servos need more current than can be supplied reliably by the UNO.The servos 
have been shown to work with 6 NiCad batteries, six of which will supply 7.2 volts, 
but can burn out with the 9 volts using 6 carbon batteries (see series battery 
connections in chapter 1).  So a low drop-out 5 volt regulator is use.  To provide the 
power needed, twist the end of a red jumper wire together with the other two wires 
noted above and tighten the VD terminal after inserting all three.  Plug the red power 
wires from the servo connectors into the breadboard as shown below.  Twist the 
negative ends of the battery connector, the UNO power connector along with a black 
jumper wire, attach them to the controller GND, then plug the other end of the jumper 
into the blue ground bus as show.  Plug the black servo ground wires into the 
breadboard.  Plug the control wires into UNO 9 and 10 as show in the following 
picture:
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Plug one end of a red jumper into the top red positive bus row, then the other end into 
the bottom red positive bus row as shown on the previous page.  Plug a red jumper into
the bottom red positive bus and a black one into the bottom blue ground bus.  Plug the 
red jumper into 5V on the UNO, then the plug the black jumper to a GND terminal on 
the UNO.  The front servo control line is connected to UNO9 and the back to UNO10:
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It's always a good idea to test the power supply before connecting it to a circuit.  

With no computer connected to the UNO through the USB, connect the battery 
then turn the switch on.  Use a voltmeter to confirm that the controller's VD 
terminal shows about positive 7.2 volts and the GND terminal ground with the 
switch turned on.  If not, quickly turn off the switch and check the circuit.  

Next, check the UNO power connector.  The center conductor should show about 
positive 7.2 volts and the outer sleeve ground using a voltmeter.  If not, turn off 
the switch and check the circuit.  If so, go ahead and plug it into the UNO.

Run AlignServo again to confirm both servos work properly.  When the front one 
points left the back one should point right and vice-versa.

Distance from objects is found using distance transducers on each end of the 
vehicle.  Each needs 5 volts and ground, which they get from the ground and 5 
volt bus lines on the breadboard.  The transducers are plugged into 14-pin IC 
sockets as shown on page 146.  Jumpers are plugged into the socket receptacles 
opposite the row used by the transducers.  Turn off the power, then using jumpers,
connect the transducers' VCC lines to the red 5 volt bus outputs on the 
breadboard.  Connect their GND lines to the blue ground bus outputs on the 
breadboard as shown on the next page.
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Connect the front Trigger to A2 on the UNO,  the front Echo pin to A3 on the 
UNO, the back Trigger pin to A4 on the UNO and the back Echo pin to A5 on the 
UNO.  You will probably need to use a mixture of male and female jumpers and 
maybe the breadboard as a junction to make the distance in some cases. The out 
pins on the transducers are not used:

Test by running DistanceTest (download here).  Move your hands to various 
distances and use a cm rule to check accuracy.  Hot glue the jumpers plugged into
the sockets to keep them from vibrating out once testing shows the transducers to 
be working properly.
 

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/DistanceTest.c
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The interrupters installed earlier provide a means to measure distance traveled.  A 
couple of resistors provide the current for the for the LED and transistor.  The 
resistor values are determined by characteristics from the data-sheet for the 
interrupter.  Always read the data-sheet for devises such as this.  I had a boss who 
said that all electronics runs on blue smoke because it quits if the blue smoke 
comes out.  Don't pay strict attention to the data-sheet and get blue smoke.  The 
data-sheet for the interrupter is here.

The slotted disc turns inside an interrupter's gap.   An optical transistor sensor is 
turned on by an infrared LED on the emitter side when the light shines through a 
slot in the wheel installed between the infrared LED and optical transistor.  The 
following top-view schematic is from the data-sheet and the one on the right is 
bottom view; both installed with the emitter on the left as instructed above:

We find on page 2 that the forward voltage of the LED is typically 1.2 volts with 
a current of 20ma (IF).  Using the information from page 49 here, we can find the 
resistor needed for the LED emitter side.

The resistors below connect to the 5 volt bus on the breadboard.  On the right side
of the device shown below, the drop across the resistor is 3.8 volts, which makes 
the resistor 190 ohms.  A standard value of 200 ohms could be used for the 
resistor at pin 1 (Read chapter 1, take and pass the test if you don't understand 
what I'm saying here.):

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/H21A1.pdf
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Also to be found on page 2 is the fact that, if  IF is 20ma, then the current in the 
collector-emitter circuit of the transistor (see page 17) is .25ma and the collector 
saturation voltage (lowest possible) is .4 volts.  That means that the resistor on the
collector is, again from page 49, 1840 ohms.  The closest value is 1.8k for pin 3.  
Rather than using external resistors for the transistors though, 10K pullup 
resistors will be activated on the UNO in software, which requires a lot less 
current requirement.

According to page 29.7 of the ATMEGA328 data-sheet (get here), the controller 
in the UNO,  its inputs are almost open-circuit requiring only 10 µA, so they 
won't draw enough current to be concerned about.

http://ww1.microchip.com/downloads/en/DeviceDoc/ATmega48A-PA-88A-PA-168A-PA-328-P-DS-DS40002061A.pdf
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Setting up the h-bridge requires some software declarations:

#define E1LeftPWM = 6; // pwm speed
#define M1LeftDirection = 7; // low = forward, high = backwards
#define E2RightPWM = 5; // pwm speed
#define M2RightDirection = 4; // low = forward, high = backwards

The motors were connected above.  The above control lines will now be connected:
Prop the car up so the wheels don't touch the work surface, then use MotorTest 
(download here) to test the motors and h-bridge after connecting to the UNO as shown 
above.  Notice that there is a 5 second delay after each speed.  Take that time to note 
when all four wheels turn, then add 5 or 10.  This value will be used in the final code.

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/MotorTest.c
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Now we need to connect the interrupters to the UNO.  We do that by using the 
breadboard left of the circuit already put on the breadboard.  Pins 2 and 4 of the 
interrupters are connected to the blue ground bus on the breadboard.

The pulses trigger interrupt ISRs (interrupt service routines) in the software. 
Think of a phone with no bell.  It would have to be checked periodically to see if 
anyone was there.  The bell, however, interrupts other activities to let one know 
someone is calling.

The red wires to the right of this circuit represent the end of the previous servo 
circuits.  The 200 ohm resisters on the left provide power from the 5 volt bus to 
the LEDs in the interrupter emitter sections, which are pins 1 of the interrupters.  
Pins 3 of the interrupters go to UNO 2 and 3 for the left and right sides 
respectfully.  

Prop the car up off of its wheels and run CountTest which you can get here.  You 
should get about the same counts on both sides.  Differences come from different 
motor speeds, friction, etc.  Check the wiring if there are great differences or 
zeros on either side.  If that looks OK, try turning the wheels with no power and 
blow out any debris, preferably with a can of dry air.

The ISRs look like the routines on the following page.  There is one for each side.

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/CountTest.c
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void leftISR()
{
  leftCount++;
  reti();
}

void rightISR()
{
  rightCount++;
  reti();
}

The reti() means return from interrupt.  Notice that all of the work the routines do 
is to increase the count for each side.  ISRs should do as little as possible so one 
routine doesn't interfere with another one.

We will next combine code segments noted in various sections above to provide 
control of the whole car.  But first, the process will be described with the flow 
chart that begins below.  A lot of the variables used are defined above setup():

Define global variables, includes, etc before the setup() routine.

Set pinMode(..)
For input and output pins

Attach both servos to pin 9, set them to 0 degrees then
delay 5000 milliseconds to allow them to settle.

Call GetProgramRunningTime(), which sets
ProgramRunningTime, an unsigned long declared

earlier, to the number returned by millis(), which is
the number of milliseconds since the start of the

program.

setup()

B
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setup(), continued

declare the ISRs (interrupt service routines) inside a call to
the attachInterrupt subroutine:

attachInterrupt(digitalPinToInterrupt(leftPin), leftISR, RISING);
attachInterrupt(digitalPinToInterrupt(rightPin), rightISR, RISING);

The leftISR or rightLSR routines noted earlier will be activated with a
rising pulse on the leftPin or rightPin defined earlier as pins 2 and 3 respectively.

The system automatically calls loop() at the end of setup().

loop()

While Interations (defined earlier and set to 0) is less than any
number desired, call RunProgram() and increment Interations.
Other, optional tests might be included.  Call Stop() to stop the
Car at the end of the while loop.  Stop() sets the PWM values
to 0.

C

B
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RunProgram()

Set the Direction variable to a random number ANDed by 1, which will cause it to be 0 or 1.
FORWARD has been defined as 0 and REVERSE as 1 at the top of the, so ANDing a random number with

1 will cause the Direction variable to show the car moving forward or reverse (see chapter 4) .

Use switch() (chapter 4) to set a direction string to indicate the direction the car is moving when
printing test results.

Call UpdateServos(), then increment Iterations. The car will continue to run until Iterations
reaches the desired count.

Get ElapsedTime, which equals millis() less ProgramRunningTime.  This provides the length of time that
has elapsed since the last action taken.  ServoSettleTime is the time it takes the servos to settle after

moving the number of degrees dictated by the Increment variable declared at the top of the file.  It takes the
servos about 2ms per degree to settle, so  ServoSettleTime is set to  two times the value assigned to

the Increment variable. 

UpdateServos()

              ElapsedTime <
              ServoSettleTime ?             Y

C

Check platform drift = CheckDrift(),
then return.

C
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C

Servos have settled so get and check distance by calling CheckDistance().

Increment Angle by the value of Increment.

                    Angle > 180 ?                   Y

Angle = 180 – abs(Increment)
Multiply Increment by -1

to change direction.

                  Angle < 0 ?                           Y
Angle = abs(Increment)

Multiply Increment by -1
to change direction.

Write Angle to servos then
call GetProgramRunningTime() to update
ProgramRunningTime in preparation for

checking elapsed time.

End UpdateServos()
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Declare int ModCount = 13;
Which is about 13mm of travel

CheckDrift()

Turn off counter interrupts

        Is leftCount less than ModCount and rightCount less than ModCount?           Y
Return

               Is leftCount greater than rightCount         Y
Turn Left

same distance as drift
               Is leftCount greater than rightCount?        

               Is rightCount greater than leftCount?         Y
Turn Right

same distance as drift

  Zero Counts,
 Enable interrupts

  Resume forward at maximum speed

  End CheckDrift
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CheckDistance()
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This is what one of the assembled cars from my class looks like.  Notice the green
tape.  It's double-sided tape that we had lying around used to patch broken areas.  
Popsicle sticks are better because prevention is better.

It's not beautiful, but it works!  It's an engineering platform, not a toy.  This is 
what engineering development looks like.  It's still a work in progress:
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Get a zip of all files here (if you are on line).  Some of the files are in the text.  
Others are just experimental.

 

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/File%20folder%20zip.zip
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Parts Organized By Chapter
Chapter 1 – How to Read a Schematic And Basic Electronics

Item
() = chapters part 
used in

Click Picture to See 
Web Page

Jameco Part 
Number

Price

E12-Series 1/4 
Watt 5% Resistors 
(610 pieces)
(all but 3)

2131039 $7.95

Jumper Wires
100 male, 40 
female (all but 3)

Jameco
2150467 

$12.95

Multimeter

(all but 3)

2131127 $6.95

2x AA Battery Holder
with 6 Inch Wires

(1)

216081 $.89

Diffused Red LED

(1)

333851 Minimum of 10 for 
$1.20

Velleman Breadboard
(all but 3)

2214862 $2.89

https://www.jameco.com/z/K-RES-E12-Velleman-E12-Series-1-4-Watt-5-Resistors-610-pcs-_2131039.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/RS002C-Dagu-HiTech-Electronic-Wire-Jumper-Kit-140-Pieces-100-Male-40-Female-Cables-5-Colors_2150467.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/DVM810-Velleman-3-1-2-Digit-Mini-Digital-Multimeter-19-Ranges_2131127.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/BH-321-2A-R-2x-AA-Battery-Holder-with-6-Inch-Wires_216081.html
https://www.jameco.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10001&freeText=333851&langId=-1&productId=333851&storeId=10001&krypto=BenNwX0/cI4ngePEulzrgmaFeP5UpAyFkwHzKHHhwRAaPzDkWYbUeUXlo91YOmk7RMAiRv+HsdCbFts6YgWVmVLppu7HSncEneFyCAOLqek=&ddkey=https:StoreCatalogDrillDownView
https://www.jameco.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10001&freeText=2214862&langId=-1&productId=2214862&storeId=10001&krypto=Mr243EYI6o8UsbIeI6tU8SgAIw1twqI0NAVmUh9Z/frsJCdfh3mocgQcHuANCgCFQIB83NBlz/r5vf8qoIbEo6X0RT2Idt8s8cDQDxIvqQo=&ddkey=https:StoreCatalogDrillDownView
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Parts Organized By Chapter
Chapter 1 – How to Read a Schematic And Basic Electronics Continued

Item
() = chapters part 
used in

Click Picture to See 
Web Page

Jameco Part 
Number

Price

10K 1/2 W Trimmer 
Potentiometer
(1)

182837
$0.89

Soldering Iron
(1, 11)

Harbor Freight $4.99

Solder
(1, 11)

Harbor Freight $3.99

Single Pole,
Single Throw
(SPST) Switch
(1, 11)

Jameco
317287

$2.49

Perfboard for solder 
practice (1)

Jameco
219461

$3.15

https://www.jameco.com/z/25PR103-3362P-1-103VP-Potentiometer-1-4-Square-Cermet-1-2W-10Kohm_182837.html
https://www.harborfreight.com/30-watt-lightweight-soldering-iron-69060.html
https://www.harborfreight.com/lead-free-rosin-core-solder-69378.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/1MS9T6B11M1QE-Toggle-Switch-ON-OFF-Single-Pole-Single-Throw-Toggle-Solder-Lug-5A-120VAC-28VDC-Panel-Mount_317287.html
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Parts Organized By Chapter
Chapter 2 – Programming Part 1

Item
() = chapters part 
used in

Click Picture to See 
Web Page

Jameco Part 
Number

Price

UNO R3 with USB 
cable (all but 3)

Jameco 2284423 $12.95

https://www.jameco.com/z/KS0172-Keyestudio-Keyestudio-UNO-R3-Official-Upgraded-Version-with-Pin-Header-Interface-for-Arduino-DIY_2284423.html
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Parts Organized By Chapter
Chapter 4 – Boolean Logic

Item
() = chapters part 
used in

Click Picture to See 
Web Page

Jameco Part 
Number

Price

74LS08 AND Gate 
(4)

46375 $.69

74LS32 OR Gate (4) 47466 $.49

74LS00 NAND Gate 
(4)

46252 $.79

74LS02 NOR Gate 
(4)

46287 $.49

74LS86 XOR Gate
(4)

295751 $1.39

https://www.jameco.com/z/74LS08-Major-Brands-QUAD-2-INPUT-POSITIVE-AND-GATE-DIP-14_46375.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/74LS32-Major-Brands-Quad-2-Input-Positive-OR-Gate-DIP-14_47466.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/74LS00-Major-Brands-QUAD-2-INPUT-POSITIVE-NAND-GATE-DIP-14_46252.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/74LS02-Major-Brands-QUAD-2-INPUT-POSITIVE-NOR-GATE-DIP-14_46287.html
https://www.jameco.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10001&freeText=74LS86+XOR&langId=-1&storeId=10001&productId=295751&krypto=0HIBuzrl37hCmsBLeP5NCgfBbNzViCMlZbRUh6bHBpieCLy3EqaW8RYV98CNGVOHgzf%2BfMhViQ0o13t16%2F7oCs1QETVMDHTBNvp23hsJSx0%3D&ddkey=https%3AStoreCatalogDrillDownView
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Parts Organized By Chapter
Chapter 4 – Boolean Logic continued

Item
() = chapters part 
used in

Click Picture to See 
Web Page

Jameco Part 
Number

Price

74LS244 Buffer (4) 47183 $.79

74LS04 Inverter (4) 46316 $.59

UNO r3 with USB
cable (all but 3)

Jameco 2284423 $12.95

https://www.jameco.com/z/74LS244-Major-Brands-Tri-State-Octal-B-uFfer-line-Driver-DIP-20_47183.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/74LS04-Major-Brands-HEX-INVERTER-DIP-14_46316.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/KS0172-Keyestudio-Keyestudio-UNO-R3-Official-Upgraded-Version-with-Pin-Header-Interface-for-Arduino-DIY_2284423.html
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Parts Organized By Chapter
Chapter 7 – Programming Part 4

Item
() = chapters part 
used in

Click Picture to See 
Web Page

Jameco Part 
Number

Price

RGB LED - Common
Cathode (7)

2228957 $.39

UNO r3 with USB
cable (all but 3)

Jameco 2284423 $12.95

https://www.jameco.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10001&freeText=2228957&langId=-1&productId=2228957&storeId=10001&krypto=k5JucVswzqQwjAXJh7l2NgvEa7Qn7lKx5aps90xWGisfVC5fmNuvgTfjU/TOPDad9a4Hd6g4j14N4AG4jnQR0WtbP3InG2jOP3oCFPnQEHM=&ddkey=https:StoreCatalogDrillDownView
https://www.jameco.com/z/KS0172-Keyestudio-Keyestudio-UNO-R3-Official-Upgraded-Version-with-Pin-Header-Interface-for-Arduino-DIY_2284423.html
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Parts Organized By Chapter
Chapter 8 –  Programming Part 5

Item
() = chapters part 
used in

Click Picture to See 
Web Page

Jameco Part 
Number

Price

5126 RPM 3 Volt DC 
Motor (8)

2237765 $1.95 All Elect $.75 
DCM-491 

IRFZ24N MOSFET 
Transistor Used to
Drive a DC Motor
(8)

669871 $0.59

Double Pole Double 
Throw Relay Used to 
Reverse a Motor (8)

842996 $2.95

UNO r3 with USB
cable (all but 3)

Jameco 2284423 $12.95

https://www.jameco.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10001&freeText=2237765&langId=-1&productId=2237765&storeId=10001&krypto=PQ0ZDrp0HklbMDcBObF/uXSJWs3zX0Uv+ntv6e+rFro5aITuubPThip1+8YWFBPQ0+o3YHeWgNChgwxQiFxzMSbuSdVIHZ3cGQSTfyV4/l4=&ddkey=https:StoreCatalogDrillDownView
https://www.jameco.com/z/IRF510PBF-Infineon-Technologies-Transistor-MOSFET-N-Channel-100-Volt-5-6-Amp-3-Pin-3-Tab-TO-220AB_1559885.html
https://www.jameco.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10001&freeText=842996&langId=-1&productId=842996&storeId=10001&krypto=zIPWSgeRI9o70P6YrftIe2H17SbjkX7qLP+jhRGMvJRg1wT7HVBgICe9atwZQ6MRoB08hNnhvRbUr5YwpIj9YiuMkog/vIBG3o1SizfLvMs=&ddkey=https:StoreCatalogDrillDownView
https://www.jameco.com/z/KS0172-Keyestudio-Keyestudio-UNO-R3-Official-Upgraded-Version-with-Pin-Header-Interface-for-Arduino-DIY_2284423.html
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Parts Organized By Chapter
Chapter 9 – Using a Servo

Item
() = chapters part 
used in

Click Picture to See 
Web Page

Jameco Part 
Number

Price

Micro Servo Motor
(9, 11) (need 2 for 
chapter 11)

2214601 $4.95

UNO r3 with USB
cable (all but 3)

Jameco 2284423 $12.95

https://www.jameco.com/z/RS001B-Dagu-HiTech-Electronic-9g-2-kg-cm-Micro-Servo-Motor_2214601.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/KS0172-Keyestudio-Keyestudio-UNO-R3-Official-Upgraded-Version-with-Pin-Header-Interface-for-Arduino-DIY_2284423.html
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Parts Organized By Chapter
Chapter 10 – Using a Distance Sensor

Item
() = chapters part 
used in

Click Picture to See 
Web Page

Jameco Part 
Number

Price

Velleman HC-SR05 
Ultrasonic Distance 
Sensor (10, 11)

2245407 $6.99

UNO r3 with USB
cable (all but 3)

Jameco 2284423 $12.95

https://www.jameco.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10001&freeText=2245407&langId=-1&productId=2245407&storeId=10001&krypto=pHhfbxo73Y1++6b5Nwju5OKmLyhu3n/ga9aU3NuJou0NPAgDXV+W9DyM0Fex6vmZFbxf/wVCqmZerQA8CULmJ8bG3JNOlZT+i0t7djXRiAE=&ddkey=https:StoreCatalogDrillDownView
https://www.jameco.com/z/KS0172-Keyestudio-Keyestudio-UNO-R3-Official-Upgraded-Version-with-Pin-Header-Interface-for-Arduino-DIY_2284423.html
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Parts Organized By Chapter
Chapter 11 - Converting a Platform into a Computer Controlled,  Autonomous Car

Item
() = chapters part 
used in

Click Picture to See 
Web Page

Part Number Price

Platform
(11)

EMOZNY Amazon
$18.99

OPB853A1
Darlington
Interrupter

(11)

Digikey
365-1737-ND 

$7.10 for 2

UNO r3 with USB
cable (all but 3)

Jameco 2284423 $12.95

Breadboard
 (all but 3)

Jameco 20601  $9.90 for 2

Servo

(9 , 11)

Jameco 2266599 $11.90 for 2

Distance 
Transducers
(10, 11)

Jameco 2245407 $7.90 for 2

https://www.amazon.com/wheel-layer-Chassis-Encoder-Arduino/dp/B06VTP8XBQ/ref=asc_df_B06VTP8XBQ/?tag=hyprod-20&linkCode=df0&hvadid=312134123917&hvpos=1o5&hvnetw=g&hvrand=11017649449130249890&hvpone=&hvptwo=&hvqmt=&hvdev=c&hvdvcmdl=&hvlocint=&hvlocphy=9028548&hvtargid=pla-569278336219&psc=1
https://www.digikey.com/product-detail/en/tt-electronics-optek-technology/OPB853A1/365-1737-ND/1637235
https://www.jameco.com/z/KS0172-Keyestudio-Keyestudio-UNO-R3-Official-Upgraded-Version-with-Pin-Header-Interface-for-Arduino-DIY_2284423.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/WBU-301-R-400-Point-Solderless-Breadboard-3-3-Lx2-1-W_20601.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/DG-12g-Dagu-HiTech-Electronic-Micro-Servomotor-12g-1-8kg-cm_2266599.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/VMA306-Velleman-HC-SR05-Ultrasonic-Distance-Sensor_2245407.html
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Parts Organized By Chapter
Chapter 11 - Converting a Platform into a Computer Controlled,  Autonomous Car – Continued

Item
() = chapters part 
used in

Click Picture to See 
Web Page

Part Number Price

Battery Holder
6 x AA
(11)

Jameco
216223

$1.69

14-pin Socket
(11)

Jameco
112214

$0.25

Protoboard
(11)

Vetco
12-607 

$3.99 for 2 

Nibbler
(11)

Jameco
HT-204-R 

$8.95

Jumper Wires
100 male, 40 
female. (1, 11)

Jameco
2150467 

$12.95

Hot Glue Gun
(11)

Jameco
72696

$8.95

200 ohm .25 watt
(11)

Jameco
690697

$.60 for 10

18k ohm .25 watt
(11)

Jameco
691163

$.60 for 10 

https://www.jameco.com/z/BH-364-A-Jameco-Reliapro-6x-AA-Battery-Holder-with-6-Inch-Wires_216223.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/14LPD-Socket-IC-14-Pin-Dual-Wipe-Low-Profile-0-3-Inch-Wide_112214.html
https://vetco.net/products/ic-pattern-protoboard-1-75-x-1-75-qty-2/12-607
https://www.jameco.com/z/HT-204-R-Hanlong-Tools-Nibbling-Tool-for-Sheet-Metal_18810.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/RS002C-Dagu-HiTech-Electronic-Wire-Jumper-Kit-140-Pieces-100-Male-40-Female-Cables-5-Colors_2150467.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/G1F121-Hot-Glue-Gun-with-Glue-Sticks_72696.html
https://www.jameco.com/shop/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10001&langId=-1&storeId=10001&productId=690697
https://www.jameco.com/z/CF1-4W183JRC-Resistor-Carbon-Film-18K-Ohm-5-1-4-Watt_691163.html
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Parts Organized By Chapter
Chapter 11 - Converting a Platform into a Computer Controlled,  Autonomous Car – Continued

Item
() = chapters part 
used in

Click Picture to 
See Web Page

Part Number Price

Alligator Clip 
Jumpers 10 Pack
(11)

Jameco
10444

$5.49

Gear Motors
(optional spares)

Jameco
2260834

$9.95
for 2

Popsicle
Sticks (11)

Paper Mart $.46

Cable Ties (11) Jameco
126544

$4.00

Black 22 Gage
Wire (11)

Jameco
2305263

$4.95
For 25 Feet

Red 22 Gage
Wire (11)

Jameco
2305271

$4.95
For 25 Feet

https://www.jameco.com/z/GAL01-10-Pack-Alligator-Clip-Test-Leads-Multicolor-21-Inch-Long_10444.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/DG01D-W-LEADS-Dagu-HiTech-Electronic-Gear-Motor-Pair-with-Leads-and-Breadboard-Pins-90-degree-Shaft_2260834.html
https://www.papermart.com/p/popsicle-sticks/42823?campaignid=9558714703&matchtype=&keyword=&gclid=Cj0KCQjw0YD4BRD2ARIsAHwmKVmceHb70G9abtuG477i3EgGTyld7YHBJt00nn_QG0HgU5r853it5AwaAjsvEALw_wcB
https://www.jameco.com/z/CV-100-R-Cable-Ties-4-0-x-0-10-100-Type-6-6-Nylon-Natural_126544.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/818-0-25-Hookup-Wire-22-AWG-Stranded-7x30-Tinned-Copper-Black-0-062-Inch-OD-PVC-25-Foot-300V-105C_2305263.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/818-2-25-Hookup-Wire-22-AWG-Stranded-7x30-Tinned-Copper-Red-0-062-Inch-OD-PVC-25-Foot-300V-105C_2305271.html
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Parts Organized By Chapter
Chapter 11 - Converting a Platform into a Computer Controlled,  Autonomous Car – Continued

Item
() = chapters 
part used in

Click Picture to See Web 
Page

Part Number Price

3/16” Heat
Shrink Tubing

(11)

Jameco
419186

$1.29

Single Pole,
Single Throw
(SPST) 
Switch (1, 11)

Jameco
317287

$2.49

UNO Power
Connector 
With
Pigtails (11)

Jameco
2096763

$1.95

Hardware Kit
 (11)

Velleman K/SC1
From Allspectrum
Electronics

$2.99

Breadboard
Jumper Wires
 (11)

Jameco
2127718

$5.95

40106
Schimtt
Trigger
Inverter
(11)

Jameco
893179

$.49

https://www.jameco.com/z/FIT-221B-3-16-BK100-VP-Heat-Shrink-Tubing-Fit-221B-3-16-Black-4-Feet-Black-Polyolefin-Tubing_419186.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/1MS9T6B11M1QE-Toggle-Switch-ON-OFF-Single-Pole-Single-Throw-Toggle-Solder-Lug-5A-120VAC-28VDC-Panel-Mount_317287.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/DCCORD2-1-2-1mm-DC-Power-Plug-to-Strip-Tin-Pigtail-Wires-6-Feet-24-AWG_2096763.html
http://www.allspectrum.com/store/bolt-set-330-piece-philips-screws-nuts-and-washers-p-74.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/WJW-70B-5-70-Piece-Jumper-Wire-Kit-22AWG-14-Lengths-10-Colors_2127718.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/CD40106B-National-Semiconductor-IC-CD40106B-CMOS-Hex-Schmitt-Trigger_893179.html
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Parts Organized By Chapter

Chapter 11 - Converting a Platform into a Computer Controlled,  Autonomous Car – Continued

Item
() = chapters part 
used in

Click Picture to See 
Web Page

Part Number Price

Multimeter

(all but 3)

2131127 $6.95

https://www.jameco.com/z/DVM810-Velleman-3-1-2-Digit-Mini-Digital-Multimeter-19-Ranges_2131127.html
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Motor Driver Variations

There are several motor driver options that can be chosen, such as the MOSFET 
relay combination discussed earlier, or the Velleman h-bridge (Jameco
VMA409).   I decided on the DFRobot h-bridge shown below.

Item
() = chapters part 
used in

Click Picture to See 
Web Page

Part Number Price

DFRobot h-bridge Jameco
2159411 

$15.95

Test Program here

While it costs a little more, it takes up little space and is a little easier to use.

Tools you might need for assembly:
Item
() = chapters part 
used in

Click Picture to See 
Web Page

Part Number Price

Soldering Iron
(1, 11)

Harbor Freight $4.99

Solder
(1, 11)

Harbor Freight $3.99

Multimeter
(all but 3)

 

Jameco
2294943 

$8.95

http://learn-c.com/ArduinoRoute/dfRobot-bridgeTest.c
https://www.jameco.com/z/DRI0002-DFRobot-2A-Dual-Motor-Controller_2159411.html
https://www.harborfreight.com/30-watt-lightweight-soldering-iron-69060.html
https://www.harborfreight.com/lead-free-rosin-core-solder-69378.html
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Tools you might need for assembly:
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() = chapters part 
used in

Click Picture to 
See Web Page

Part Number Price

Drill and
Screwdriver
Set

Harbor Freight $16.99

Solder Sucker Jameco
2214897 

$4.95

Wire
Stripper

Jameco
215889

$4.95

Diagonal
Cutter

Jameco
179902 

$3.75

Needle
Nose Pliers

Jameco
34712

$4.95

https://www.harborfreight.com/drill-and-driver-set-114-pc-68874.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/VTD7-Velleman-ABS-Desoldering-Pump-Aluminum-194-MM_2214897.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/JE-2022C-R-10-24-AWG-5-Inch-Wire-Cutter-Stripper_215889.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/G-S-GPL-171-R-Wire-Cutter-Diagonal-4-Inch_179902.html
https://www.jameco.com/z/ES2482-Eximcorp-Tools-5-25-Oval-Long-Nose-Pliers-with-Serrated-Jaws-and-Cutter_34712.html
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Other Parts

Item Click Picture to See 
Web Page

Jameco Part 
Number

Price

MOSFET Transistor 
Used to Provide 
Power to drive Larger
Relays

256031 $0.17 ea. in 
Quantities of 10 
($1.70)

Heavy Duty 
Continuous Rotation 
Servo Motor

395760 $13.95

Beetle 
Microcontroller

2213325 $9.95

3 Foot micro-USB 
Cable for Beetle

2135064 $2.49
Parts Ex 130-572 = 
$.98

5 Volt .4 Amp Wall 
Adapter used for 
loads too heavy for 
the Arduino power 
supply to handle.

2173010 
$4.95

https://www.jameco.com/z/BS170--Major-Brands-Transistor-BS170-TO-92-Transistor-N-Channel-MOSFET-60-Volt_256031.html
https://www.jameco.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10001&freeText=395760&langId=-1&productId=395760&storeId=10001&krypto=CiRnu2NFgN6m6VjTO3vETbAgIjTmOPmkaTgE4EHmISq2D1Vnqw5PmHUqBUaq0ABhY3dpRRVMMmOABAV56kPJVgOBI4c2zXiQctjOIcYWsZI=&ddkey=https:StoreCatalogDrillDownView
https://www.jameco.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10001&freeText=2213325&langId=-1&productId=2213325&storeId=10001&krypto=/rj690+cxpnZWf8tzE47TTJDpewVEw56htSEF1m3tW7CYytxyT2dOAKIOvwyyJ//ktAtLS93knu7O6nIQ2RGEQr53uhMzR5XP5j11F7Gc0E=&ddkey=https:StoreCatalogDrillDownView
https://www.jameco.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10001&freeText=2135064&langId=-1&productId=2135064&storeId=10001&krypto=L26cj9wDk6+3A4KkUZrE7T9yBcyCPomsDOhfMe2EXzytsdr/yOSRUCCqFzj2CpX1Rtt4NX7dysRvIQQz7Pn3rsh6DKNl5E4nBAz0anOiHCQ=&ddkey=https:StoreCatalogDrillDownView
https://www.jameco.com/z/PLA02A-050-Phihong-2-Watt-Switching-Wall-Adapter-5-Volt-0-4-Amp_2173010.html
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Other Suppliers: 

Parts Express
All Electronics

Mouser
Digikey

Google Electronics Parts Suppliers Search 

https://www.google.com/search?q=Electronics+Parts+Suppliers&rlz=1C1AOHY_enUS710US710&oq=Electronics+Parts+Suppliers&aqs=chrome..69i57j0l5.1395j0j4&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
https://www.digikey.com/
https://www.mouser.com/
https://www.allelectronics.com/
https://www.parts-express.com/cat/electronic-parts/10
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The Author (me)

Born January 24, 1944 (just a kid) at West Texas Hospital in Lubbock, Texas.
First became interested in electronics when daddy bought me a crystal set when I 
was about 7.  Mother had already figured it out when I stuck a bobby pin in a 
light socket.  She never did clean up the scorch marks.  She knew.

Science became my thing.  It was my favorite subject , even in Dupre Elementary 
school.  I entered several science fairs, beginning in O. L. Slaton Junior High 
where I designed a stereo system with help from daddy.  It used a Knight Kit 
mono amplifier (I thought you got stereo by just sticking on 2 speakers).  The 
speakers were made out of some old drawers, and the source was my sister's 45 
rpm record player (I won – the judges were apparently as little informed as I – 
except, I suspect, for Mrs. Brummett, my science teacher).

I also won the second class Air Force space medicine award when I was in 
Monterey High School for a proposed method of testing the effects of radiation 
exposure in space.  The poor subject was a rat being exposed by radiation from 
about a gillion watch faces in a lead container I made out of old car batteries.       
The radiation level was monitored but a Geiger counter circuit I found in a 
magazine.  Most of the parts came from a junk yard I used to frequent on my 
bicycle.

I first majored in  electrical engineering at Texas Tech, that is until calculus and I 
had a little battle from which calculus came out on top (I flunked).  I won't 
mention my GPA from Tech, but went from that to a 3.89 when I finally learned 
how to manage college by the time I graduated from UTPB years later and got a 
BS in Computer Science.  This time, I aced Calculus I, II, and III, along with 
Analytic Geometry and numerous Computer Science classes.  Incidentally, it took
6 years in school at night while working during the day.  I graduated in 1992 
when I was 48, so don't say you can't do it because you failed before and are now 
too old!

During my time at UTPB and in subsequent years I designed several circuits and 
their controlling software to work with them, including oil field systems and 
products for sale through Jameco and other online venues (see my Listening Tree).  
My resume is here.

http://www.learn-c.com/Joe%20Reeder%20Resume.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8BnIcI2Zl_U
http://www.jameco.com/
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	Jameco
	$2.49
	UNO Power
	Jameco
	$1.95
	Hardware Kit
	Velleman K/SC1
	$2.99
	Breadboard
	Jumper Wires
	Jameco
	$5.95
	40106
	Jameco
	$.49
	Multimeter
	Soldering Iron
	Harbor Freight
	$4.99
	Solder
	Harbor Freight
	$3.99
	Multimeter
	Jameco
	$8.95
	Drill and
	Screwdriver
	Set
	Harbor Freight
	$16.99
	Solder Sucker
	Jameco
	$4.95
	Wire
	Jameco
	$4.95
	Diagonal
	Jameco
	$3.75
	Needle
	Jameco
	$4.95
	$4.95


